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ABSTRACT
The Effect of Concurrent Cell Phone Use and Walking on Gait Characteristics
by
Jennifer Marie Aldridge
Dr. John Mercer, Examination Committee Chair
Associate Dean of Allied Health Sciences
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
This study examined the effects that cell phone use has on gait and situation
awareness. Subjects (n=18; 24.67±3.60 yrs) completed three five-minute treadmill
walking conditions (self-selected speed): 1) CONTROL (walking only), 2) TALK
(walking and talking), and 3) TEXT (walking and texting). The number of detected
lights presented in the visual field was recorded, as were kinematic data of the feet.
Using a one-way repeated measure ANOVA it was determined light detection
(F(2,i7)=39.777, p<0.001) and TCmin (F(2,i7)=8.574, p=0.001) were different between
conditions. Specifically, light detection decreased during TEXT (2.6±2.2 lights) versus
TALK (5.8±0.05 lights, pO.OOl) or CONTROL (5.9±0.05 lights, p<0.001); TCmin
decreased during TALK (56.3±3.66 mm, p=0.002) and TEXT (56.1±4.481 mm, p=0.014)
versus CONTROL (58.5±4.35 mm). It is concluded that a reduction in toe clearance and
decreased light detection ability occurs while walking and using a cell phone.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
In June 2008 there were 262.7 million wireless subscribers in the United States. This
represents 84% of the total population. From June 2007 to June 2008 those 262.7 million
people talked on their cell phones for a total of 2.23 trillion minutes and sent 600.5 billion
text messages. As cell phone use in the Unites States continues to grow there has been an
increased interest in the physiological, social, and safety effects of intermittent or long
term cell phone use. Much research has been conducted on the effect that concurrent cell
phone use has on driving behaviors, however limited amount of research has been
conducted on the effect that cell phone use has on pedestrian behaviors (Bungum, Day, &
Henry, 2005; Hatfield & Murphy, 2007; Nasar, Hecht, & Wener, 2008). All three groups
of researchers observed that pedestrians practiced fewer precautionary behaviors while
crossing a street while distracted. While pedestrian behaviors when using a cell phone
have been studied, no research to date has explored the effects of cell phone use on gait
characteristics. Understanding the way in which individuals may change their gait in
order to compensate for the distracting effects of a cell phone may be important to study
for use in accident prevention.
Other dual-tasks (i.e. arithmetic tasks) have been noted to have a significant effect on
gait in young adults, causing young adults to ambulate much more slowly (Beauchet,
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Dubost, Herrmann, & Kressig, 2005; Catena, van Donkelaar, & Chou, 2007; Dubost et
al., 2008; Hollman, Kovash, Kubik, & Linbo, 2007; Laessoe, Hoeck, Simonsen, & Voigt,
2008; Lindenberger, Marsiske, & Baltes, 2000; Parker, Osternig, van Donkelaar, & Chou,
2005; Priest, Salamon, & Hollman, 2008; Siu, Lugade, Chou, van Donkelaar, &
Woollacott, 2007; Springer et al., 2006; Srygley, Mirelman, Herman, Giladi, &
Hausdorff, 2009), adapt a wider base of support while walking (Catena et al., 2007; Siu et
al., 2007), and have a reduced toe clearance during swing phase (Kim & Brunt, 2007;
Siu, Chou, Mayr, van Donkelaar, & Woollacott, 2009). While walking more slowly may
be viewed as a safety mechanism to offset the effects of the distracting secondary task, it
also can place an individual in an unsafe situation when crossing a street under the time
constraints of the "walk/do not walk" sign. Adapting a wider base of support has been
hypothesized as a mechanism to increase postural stability when the balance system is
threatened (MacLellan & Patla, 2006; Marigold & Patla, 2007). Finally, a reduction in
toe clearance may predispose an individual to an increased risk of tripping.
The effects that cell phone use (a distracting secondary task) has on gait, as well as on
situation awareness (the knowledge of what is going on in the environment and the ability
to apply that knowledge to future situations) warrants further research as cell phones
become a more integral part of society. This study examined the effects that cell phone
use had on gait characteristics and on one's ability to accurately detect an external stimuli
such as a "walk/do not walk" sign.
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Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to examine the effects that cell phone use (talking and
text messaging) had on gait characteristics and situation awareness.

Hypothesis
It was hypothesized that talking on a cell phone would influence gait by increasing
step width and step width variability, and decreasing toe clearance. It was further
hypothesized that the text messaging condition would have a greater effect on gait than
the talking condition due to the level of difficulty of the task. It was also hypothesized
that the concurrent use of a cell phone while walking would result in a decreased ability
to detect objects in the surrounding environment.

Assumptions
1. It is assumed that each subject answered the questionnaire truthfully and has at
least one year experience using a cell phone.
2. It is assumed that the treadmill that is being used is calibrated correctly.
3. It is assumed that subjects are able to detect the color differences between lights.
4. It is assumed that the research team has the appropriate knowledge to run all
equipment, as well as the knowledge to marker each subject.
5. It is assumed that the subjects do not have excessive prior knowledge of the
research study that would affect the outcome of the study.
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Limitations
1. The walking trials are restricted to a treadmill within a laboratory setting and
therefore may or may not reflect walking patterns of over ground walking.
2. A standard cell phone was used that may or may not be representative of each
subject's personal cellular device.
3. The lights presented in the visual field are not identical to any visual stimulus in
which a pedestrian might encounter. They are meant to be a representative,
controlled visual stimulus, used to support the inattention blindness theory.

Definition of Terms
1. Cognitive Interference - A cognitive interference that occurs when the cognitive load
of two or more tasks exceeds the total information processing capacity.
2. Dual-Task or Triple-Task - The simultaneous participation in two or three tasks.
3. Inattentional Blindness Theory - The withdrawal of attention away from the visual
scene.
4. Maximum Toe Clearance (TCmax) - Maximum vertical displacement between the 5th
metatarsal marker and the marker placed on the surface of the treadmill.
5. Minimum Toe Clearance (TCmin) - Minimum vertical displacement between the 5th
metatarsal marker and the marker placed on the surface of the treadmill.
6. Single-Task - The participation in only one task at a time.
7. Situation Awareness - The ability to perceive what is going on in the environment, to
understand it's meaning, and to apply that knowledge to the near future.
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8. Step Width (SW) - The medio-lateral distance between the right and left foot heel
marker at the time of heel contact.
9. Step Width Variability (SWV) - The standard deviation of the stride width over the
400 steps.
10. Stride Length (SL) - The anterior/posterior distance between two consecutive same
foot heel contacts.
11. Stride Rate (SR) - Number of strides per second.
12. Structural Interference - A cognitive interference that occurs when two or more tasks
share common input and output resources.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW
Cell Phone Use: A Look at Driver
and Pedestrian Behaviors
A fairly extensive body of research exists on the effect of cell phone use on driving
ability. Recently five states (California, Connecticut, New Jersey, New York, and
Washington) have banned the use of hand-held cell phones while driving, and seven
states (Alaska, California, Connecticut, Louisiana, Minnesota, New Jersey, and
Washington) have banned text messaging while driving ("Cell Phone Driving Laws,"
2008). However, no legislation exists that bans the use of hands-free cell phones. With
the increasing number of wireless users in the United States it is pertinent to study the
effect that increased cell phone use has on the ability to complete a concurrent secondary
task. Recent laws suggest that only hand-held cell phones cause impairment to driving
ability. However, several researchers have reported that hands-free cell phone use is as
equally detrimental to driving performance as hands-held cell phone use (Treffner &
Barrett, 2004; Horrey, Lesch, & Garabet, 2008; Caird, Willness, Steel, & Scialfa, 2008;
Baran & Chignell, 2006; Brookhuis, De Vries, & De Waard, 1991; Matthews, Legg, &
Charlton, 2003; Patten, Kircher, Ostlund, & Nilsson, 2004). A meta-analysis done by
Caird et al. (2008) combined the results of 33 studies and showed that both hands-free
and hand-held cell phone use while driving resulted in slower driving speeds with those
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using hand-held phones driving significantly slower than those using hands-free cell
phones. Caird et al. (2008) suggested that the physical presence of the cell-phone may
act as a reminder to compensate for the distraction of the phone conversation while
driving. A reduction in driving speeds suggests that the driver has divided their attention
between the two tasks and is not paying full attention to the act of driving. The fact that
hands-free cell phone use and hand-held cell phone use cause the same driving effects
suggests that the reduction of speed is due to the increased mental work-load while
driving. All legislation that has been passed relative to the use of cell phones while
driving addresses the physical distraction of holding the cell phone rather than the
cognitive demand of the conversation.
Cell phone use while driving has been shown to have several detrimental effects on
driving ability such as delayed brake reaction time (McCartt, Hellinga, & Bratiman,
2006; Strayer & Drews, 2004; Horrey et al., 2008; Caird et al., 2008; Strayer, Drews, &
Johnston, 2003; Horrey & Wickens, 2006), reduced speed (McCartt et al„2006; Caird et
al., 2008), greater following distance (McCartt et al., 2006; Strayer & Drews, 2004;
Strayer et al., 2003) and more steering wheel movements (McCartt et al., 2006). The
reduction in speed and the increase in following distance that was often observed is most
likely a compensatory action in order to offset the effect of the distracting dual-task
(conversing on the cell phone while driving). Strayer and Drews (2004) observed that
reaction time was 18% slower while drivers were conversing on a hands-free phone than
while just driving. Horrey & Wickens (2006) conducted a meta-analysis that concluded
that cell phone conversations increased reaction times by an average of 0.13s across
studies, and a meta-analysis done by Caird et al. (2008) found a 0.21s and 0.18s increase
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in reaction times while talking on hand-held and hands-free cell phones, respectively.
Both hands-free and hand-held phones have the potential to cause decrements to driving
performance. In fact, drivers rated their performance while talking on both a hand-held
and hands-free phone lower than the single-task driving condition. This shows that
drivers appear to be aware of the distracting effects of in-vehicle activities (Horrey et al.,
2008). However, despite their awareness of the deleterious effects of conversing on the
cell phone while driving, drivers continue to talk and drive. In addition, there does not
appear to be a significant relationship between drivers' estimates of the degree of the
distracting effects of a cell phone and their actual performance decrements. This supports
the idea that drivers are not well calibrated to the extent of the distracting effects that a
concurrent task has on driving (Horrey et al., 2008).
While conversing on a cell phone is shown to have deleterious effects on driving
ability, it has also been shown to decrease situation awareness. Situation awareness,
defined as "the perception of the elements in the environment within a volume of time
and space, the comprehension of their meaning and the projection of their status in the
near future" (Endsley, 1995) is important to successfully navigate while driving or
walking. Situation awareness is the idea of knowing what is going on and being able to
apply that knowledge to future situations. Drivers appear to be less aware of their
surroundings while on the cell phone than while just driving. In one study drivers were
stopped periodically and asked questions about the scene in which they had just drove
through. Those that were involved in a conversation on their cell phone answered
significantly fewer questions correctly than those in the control condition. Those that
were talking on their cell phone also experienced a reduced ability to follow directions.
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While talking on their phone, drivers missed significantly more turns than in the control
condition (Kass, Cole, & Stanny, 2007).
Talking on a cell phone appears to disrupt drivers' attention to their visual
environment. Strayer et al. (2003) found that talking on a cell phone impairs recognition
memory of objects (billboards) presented in the driving scene. Drivers were two times as
likely to recall billboards that were looked at during the single-task (driving only)
condition than the dual-task condition (driving while talking on their cell phone). In
addition no difference was observed between single-task and dual-task conditions on the
amount of eye fixation which shows that drivers looked at the billboards in the dual-task
condition even though they were unable to recall what they looked at. This study
supports the attention blindness theory which refers to the withdrawal of attention away
from the visual scene (Strayer & Johnston, 2001).
The cell-phone induced driving decrements literature may shed insight on the effect
that cell phone use has on pedestrian behavior. The National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (2003) reported that 139 of the 4,461 pedestrians killed in 2001 were the
result of pedestrian inattentiveness. With the wireless penetration in the United States up
to 84% it is important to understand the effect that cell phone use has not only on drivers,
but also on pedestrians ("Wireless Quick Facts", 2008).
Very little research has been done on the effect that cell phone use has on pedestrians.
Similar to conversing on a cell phone wile driving, Nasar, Hecht, & Wener (2008) found
that pedestrians also experience reduced situation awareness while talking on the cell
phone and walking. Pedestrians that concurrently used their cell phone while walking
noticed significantly fewer objects in their surrounding than those who were not using a
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cell phone (Nasar et al., 2008). The idea that individuals using a cell phone do not detect
external stimuli in their environment as frequently is important because it can lead to
unsafe behavior by the pedestrian, such as crossing unsafely into traffic, tripping over a
perturbation in the walkway, or running into something or someone. Nasar et al. (2008)
also observed that those walking while using the phone exhibited significantly more
unsafe behaviors than those not conversing on a cell phone. Bungum, Day, & Henry
(2005) also found a similar effect of cell phone use while crossing a street. Distraction
(talking on a cell phone, wearing headphones, eating, drinking, or smoking) while
crossing a street significantly predicted the demonstration of fewer cautionary behaviors
such as looking both ways before crossing, and entering the crosswalk only when the
walk sign was illuminated. Bungum et al. (2005) stated that crossing the street is an
easily accomplished motor behavior, but yet cell phone use causes enough of a cognitive
demand to degrade walking performance.
Hatfield & Murphy (2007) also looked at the negative effects of crossing the street
while either text messaging or talking on the cell phone. They observed that distracted
females crossed significantly more slowly while on the phone, were less likely to look at
traffic, and less likely to wait for traffic to stop, while males crossed significantly more
slowly at unsignalized crossings. In order to successfully navigate across a street in the
amount of time allowed by the illuminated walk/do not walk sign, a pedestrian must cross
the street at a known minimum speed (Bungum et al., 2005). The distraction of
conversing on a cell phone while crossing a street may cause the pedestrian to cross the
street at a speed that does not meet the minimum speed requirement to safely cross.
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The body of research done thus far on cell phone use while both walking and driving
suggests that the use of a cell phone in a dual-task situation may cause both drivers and
pedestrians to exhibit unsafe behaviors. However, cell phones have both life-saving and
life-taking attributes. Loeb & Clarke (2008) found that life-taking effects out weigh lifesaving effects when the number of cell phone subscribers in the U.S. reaches a critical
value of 100 million for drivers, and 121 million for pedestrians. As of July 2008 there
were 262.7 million wireless subscribers in the U.S. which is more than double the critical
value in which cell phones take more lives than they save ("Wireless Quick Facts,"
2008).
Due to the increased number of cell phone users in the United States, Senator Carl
Kruger (Democrat, New York) has proposed legislation that bans the use of electronic
devices while crossing the street. He has dubbed the problem of inattentive pedestrians
as the "iPod oblivion." After three recent deaths due to pedestrians using electronic
devices while crossing streets in New York, he suggested that "It is impossible to be fully
aware of one's own surroundings when occupied in using an electronic device" (Zeller,
2007, February 12).
Further research needs to be conducted that examines the effect that cell phone use
has on the way that one walks before legislation can be implemented that bans the use of
cell phones while crossing the street. While talking appears to cause a lack of situation
awareness due to the cognitive demands of the conversation, text messaging while
walking may pose a whole new set of problems. Text messaging causes both an
increased mental work-load, as well as removes the visual stimuli that aids in balance and
control while walking. Text messaging may not allow pedestrians to see critical stimuli
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because their eyes are fixated on their phone. This can lead to an increased likelihood of
tripping (Hatfield & Murphy, 2007).
The lack of situation awareness and the increased mental workload associated with
conversing on the phone while dual-tasking can lead to unsafe behaviors by pedestrians.
An increased interest in this field should shed more light on the effect that cell phone use
has on pedestrian behaviors and walking mechanics.

Dual Task Effect on the Primary and Secondary Task
With increases in technology and a fast-paced lifestyle, individuals rarely ever just
walk. People typically dual- or even triple- task while walking. Whether they are
engaged in a cognitive activity such as talking on the cell phone or listening to an Ipod or
are taking part in a motor task such as text messaging, smoking, or drinking a cup of
coffee, or any combination of these, individuals seem to be negotiating over multi-surface
terrains and navigating through obstacles while dual- or triple-tasking. These activities
may have a deleterious effect on either the primary task (gait) or the secondary or tertiary
tasks. A dual-task effect is thought to come from either structural or capacity
interference. Structural interference occurs when both tasks share common input and
output resources. Structural interference was observed when subjects significantly
decreased their stride time while concurrently participating in a fast finger-tapping
activity. Since both walking and finger-tapping are rhythmic tasks they have the
potential to interfere with one another when the two tasks are using different rhythms
(Ebersbach, Dimitrijevic, & Poewe, 1995). Capacity interference occurs when the two
tasks exceed the total information processing capacity (Woollacott & Shumay-Cook,
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2002; Grabiner & Troy, 2005). Since attentional resources are limited, the CNS has to
decide how to divide the resources. According to the dual-task paradigm, priority is
typically given to one task, while the other task suffers (Abernathy, 1988; Bloem,
Valkenburg, Slabbekoorn, & Willemsen, 2001; Woollacott & Shumay-Cook, 2002). To
date the majority of the research has focused on the effect that dual tasks have on older
adults or on pathological populations since these groups tend to have a high occurrence of
walking-related falls, and are typically more unstable, especially while walking.
However, dual-task research is important to study in younger adults as well since they are
more frequently engaged in a secondary task while walking.
There is conflicting research on the ability to use dual-task research to predict the
likelihood of falling in older adults. The same group of authors published two separate
articles in 2008 that produced conflicting results on the relationship between changes in
gait speed while engaged in a dual-task and the likelihood of experiencing a walking
related-fall (Beauchet et al., 2008a; Beauchet et al, 2008b). The authors of both studies
observed a decrease in walking speed in the older adult population while concurrently
walking and completing a counting task (counting backwards by ones from 50).
However, only one of the two studies observed that the decrease in walking speed was
related to the number of falls an individual had experienced (Beauchet et al, 2008b).
Kressig, Herrmann, Grandjean, Michel, & Beauchet (2008) observed that the coefficient
of variation (CV) of stride time while walking and counting backwards is significantly
associated with the likelihood of experiencing a first fall. Gait speed in older adults
appears to be affected by the addition of a secondary task (Beauchet et al., 2008a;
Beauchet et al, 2008b; Hollman et al., 2007; Hyndman, Ashburn, Yardley, & Stack,
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2006; Laessoe, Hoeck, Simonsen, & Voigt, 2008; Lindenberger et al., 2000; Priest et al.,
2008; Siu et al., 2007; Springer et al., 2006; Srygley et al., 2009), but may or may not be
related to an increased risk of falling.
Similar findings of the effect of a secondary task on gait speed have been observed in
young adults as well. Most research has supported the notion that dual-task walking
results in a decrease in gait speed for young (Beauchet, Dubost, Herrmann, & Kressig,
2005; Catena, van Donkelaar, & Chou, 2007; Dubost et al., 2008; Hollman, Kovash,
Kubik, & Linbo, 2007; Laessoe, Hoeck, Simonsen, & Voigt, 2008; Lindenberger,
Marsiske, & Baltes, 2000; Parker, Osternig, van Donkelaar, & Chou, 2005; Priest,
Salamon, & Hollman, 2008; Siu, Lugade, Chou, van Donkelaar, & Woollacott, 2007;
Springer et al., 2006; Srygley, Mirelman, Herman, Giladi, & Hausdorff, 2009), older
(Beauchet et al., 2008a; Beauchet et al, 2008b; Hollman et al., 2007; Hyndman et al.,
2006; Laessoe et al., 2008; Lindenberger et al., 2000; Priest et al., 2008; Siu et al., 2007;
Springer et al., 2006; Srygley et al., 2009) and pathological (Bowen et al., 2001; Delval et
al., 2008; Hyndman et al., 2006; Pettersson, Olsson, & Wahlund, 2007; PlummerD'Amato et al., 2008; Sheridan, Solomont, Kowall, & Hausdorff, 2003; Siu et al., 2007)
individuals. For example, Hollman et al. (2007) observed that gait speed decreased by
8% in young adults and by 20% in older adults during dual task walking and Priest et al.
(2008) observed an 18% and 30% reduction in stride velocity while dual-tasking for
young and older adults, respectively. They also observed an increase in stride velocity
variability (as defined by CV) for both groups during the dual-task condition. They
suggested that an increased amount of variability is demonstrative of a more unstable gait
pattern. While gait speed has been observed to decrease with the addition of a secondary
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task, many believe that the secondary task is more greatly affected by dual-tasking than
the primary task.
It has been thought that young adults prioritize gait and the maintenance of postural
stability over the secondary task (Yogev-Seligmann, Hausdorff, & Giladi, 2008).
Healthy young adults who participated in a backward counting activity while both sitting
and walking decreased their gait speed while walking and counting, but a greater dualtask effect existed in the performance of backwards counting than on gait. The subjects
counted backwards significantly slower while walking than while sitting (Beauchet et al.,
2005). Laessoe et al. (2008) also observed that young and older adults experienced a
performance decrement on a cognitive dual task (subtractions by 7) while walking versus
sitting. This suggests that walking requires more attention than sitting. As walking tasks
become increasingly difficult an increase in attentional resources is needed. A decrease
in performance was observed on a word recall task when subjects walked on an aperiodic
track verse an easier walking path (Linderberger et al., 2000). Changing the task
difficulty of either the primary or secondary task is though to cause performance
decrements in the secondary task. Regnaux, Robertson, Smail, Daniel, & Bussel (2006)
observed that walking performance was not modified under the dual-task condition, but
reaction times to a stimulus were significantly longer while walking than sitting. In
addition, even standing required more attention than sitting as demonstrated by an
increased reaction time to an auditory stimulus while standing versus sitting (Lajoie,
Teasdale, Bard, & Fleury, 1993). All of these studies observed a decrement in the
performance of the secondary task but not the primary task while dual-tasking. In each of
these cases subjects tended to prioritize walking over the secondary task. This
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interference in the secondary task is related to the capacity interference component.
Attentional resources must be divided and a decrease in the performance of the secondary
task suggests that most of the attention was allocated to the maintenance of stead-state
walking.
However, several studies have shown that dual-tasking while walking has deleterious
effects on both the primary and secondary task dependent upon the difficulty of each
task. Young adults have been shown to change their gait in order to accommodate to the
cognitive demands of both tasks. Research suggests that a more difficult walking task
(walking with a side step) concurrently with a cognitive dual-task has an effect on gait
speed but not on the performance of the secondary task (Cho, Gilchrist, & White, 2008).
Young adults that had recently experienced a concussion, as well as age matched healthy
young adults, both decreased their stride length and increased their step width when
asked to walk and answer questions at the same time (Catena et al., 2007). Increased step
width has been observed as a mechanism to increase the base of support in order to
increase postural stability (MacLellan & Patla, 2006; Marigold & Patla, 2007). Parker et
al. (2005) also found that subjects who had experienced a concussion and age-matched
young adults experienced a decrease in stride length during the dual-task condition, but
that the dual-task had no effect on step width. The authors may not have observed the
same dual-task effect on step width as Catena et al. (2007) observed due to the difference
in task difficulty. This may suggest that answering questions, which is more cognitively
demanding than a simple subtraction task, caused a greater threat to postural stability
(measured by step width). Additional research has also shown that younger, older, and
balance impaired adults all take wider steps while performing two tasks at the same time
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than while just walking alone. However, this study observed an increase in stride length
under dual-conditions, rather than a decrease (Siu et al., 2007). Contradicting results may
be due to the complexity of each chosen task.
Armieri, Holmes, Spaulding, Jenkins, & Johnson (2008) observed an interaction
between the complexity of the task and changes in velocity, step time, swing time, and
stance time in young adults. The participants were instructed to memorize a random,
non-repeating sequence of 3, 5, or 7 digits by rehearsing the numbers either silently or
out loud while walking. Rehearsing aloud changed the gait characteristics. The authors
suggested that increasing the complexity of the task (making it a triple task of walking,
memorizing, and talking) causes a more deleterious effect on gait than a simpler task
(such as just memorizing and walking). This may be important to further explore since
individuals are often engaged in triple-task walking. Ebersbach et al. (1995) observed
that young subjects increased their double support time during a combined coordination
task (cognitive and motor task). An increase in double support time has been shown to
be related to balance. As the task became more demanding subjects increased their
double support time in order to control balance during the attention demanding task.
Other research has observed that there exists an increase in gait variability while
walking and concurrently partaking in a secondary task in both young (Dingwell, Robb,
Troy, & Grabiner, 2008; Grabiner & Troy, 2005), and older adults (Delval et al., 2008).
Grabiner & Troy (2005) observed a 16% decrease in step width variability while subjects
performed a Stroop task. Dingwell et al. (2008) also observed a decrease in variability of
upper body trunk movements while performing an attention demanding Stroop task. A
decrease in variability suggests that participants may adopt a more conservative gait
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pattern while performing a dual task. Laessoe et al. (2008) observed an increase in stride
variance in young adults while walking and concurrently participating in a motor task,
but not while participating in a cognitive task. This may suggest that a task such as text
messaging while walking may have a more deleterious effect on walking than talking on
a cell phone while walking.
Additional dual-task literature has looked at the effects that dual-task walking has on
obstacle clearance. Frequently individuals walk over uneven surfaces while dual-tasking.
Kim & Brunt (2007) observed that as the secondary task become more difficult toe
clearance decreased. Siu, Chou, Mayr, van Donkelaar, & Woollacott (2009) observed
similar findings during obstacle clearance. When healthy older adults were told to focus
on the secondary auditory Stroop task the obstacle clearance height of their trail toe
decreased. However, Siu, Catena, Chou, van Donkelar, & Woollacott (2008) observed
no significant difference in toe clearance between single- and dual-task conditions. They
used a similar secondary task (auditory Stroop task) as Siu et al. (2009) who did observe
a difference. In this study individuals tended to prioritize the primary task of obstacle
clearance over the secondary task as shown by the performance decrement in the auditory
Stroop task. A reduction in toe clearance while ambulating can lead to an increase in the
likelihood of tripping. Siu et al. (2007) also observed no change in toe clearance height
during obstacle clearance during a dual-task condition for healthy young adults. They did
observe an increase in maximum toe clearance while dual-tasking for balance impaired
older adults, suggesting that individuals who are already unstable may use a more
conservative gait pattern when their attention is divided. While there is conflicting
research on the effect of a dual-task activity on toe clearance, it is suggested that the
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difficulty of either task (primary or secondary) may play a role in the degree in which gait
is adversely affected. Sparrow, Begg, & Parker (2008) observed no significant difference
in toe clearance between a single- and dual-task while treadmill walking, but suggested
that the outcome may have been different if either the secondary or primary task was
more difficult.
In conclusion, it appears that the extent to which either the primary or secondary task
is affected by dual-tasking depends on the complexity of each task, age, and the health
status of each individual (Woollacott & Shumway-Cook, 2002). While it is thought that
young adults prioritize the control of balance over a secondary task, this does not always
appear to be the case. If either of the tasks is more difficult or attentionally demanding,
there is an increased chance that the high attentional demands will cause decrements to
gait. This may play a crucial role in the effect that the dual-task of talking on the cellphone while walking, or text-messaging while walking, plays on the maintenance of
steady-state treadmill walking. Dual-tasks may interfere more with visual tasks since
visual processing is used to maintain balance. Thus, there may be a greater decrement to
gait while text-messaging (removal of visual stimulus) than while talking on a cell phone.

Step Width and Step Width Variability
as a Measure of Walking Stability
Dingwell, Cusumano, Cavanagh, & Sternad (2001) define stability as, "the sensitivity
of a dynamic system to perturbations." It is the ability to control the center of mass
(COM) of the body when it moves outside the base of support (BOS) while walking.
Walking is a much more difficult task than standing because the COM constantly moves
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outside the BOS (Bauby & Kuo, 2000). Mathematical models predict that walking is
unstable in the lateral direction (Donelan, Shipman, Kram, & Kuo, 2004). Lateral
stability appears to be much more unstable than fore-aft stability and there exists much
greater variability in step width (lateral direction) than step length (anterior/posterior
direction) in both young and older healthy adults, and older pathological adults (Bauby &
Kuo, 2000; Brach, Berthold, Craik, VanSwearingen, & Newman, 2001; Owings &
Grabiner, 2004; Townsend, 1985). By increasing leg splay (step width) in passive
dynamic models, an increase in stability has been observed. This suggests that a similar
technique can be used in humans (Kuo, 1999). An increase in step width may help to
increase stability. While a relationship exists between stability and the amount of leg
splay in passive dynamic walking models, the human body and the way that it moves is a
more complex system.
Dynamic stability is a combination of both active control from the central nervous
system (CNS) and the passive dynamics of the musculoskeletal system (Donelan et al.,
2004). The CNS is constantly working to maintain stability by collecting information
from the environment. The body then alters its BOS based upon the information that the
CNS collects (MacLellan & Patla, 2006). Active control from the CNS via feedback
from the visual, vestibular, and proprioceptive system is needed in order to sense lateral
motion and control balance. Generating a step pattern is a rather simple task, however
controlling lateral dynamic balance while walking is much more difficult (Bauby & Kuo,
2000). Gabell & Nayak (1984) suggested that step width is determined via balance
control mechanisms while step length is determined by the step pattern. This is why it is
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important to understand the role that step width and step width variability play in
maintaining dynamic balance.
Step width variability may suggest one of two things: 1) the CNS is capable of
responding to rapid reactions or changes in the environment, or 2) a compromised system
exists that is unable of controlling the COM/BOS relationship (Niechwiej-Szwedo, et al.,
2007). If the former is true then step width variability may act as a compensatory
mechanism when the system is challenged. MacLellan & Patla (2006) observed that an
increase in step width variability while walking on a compliant surface was most likely
used to maintain the medio-lateral COM within the BOS. Others also suggest that a
highly variable step width allows individuals to maintain balance while walking (Gabell
& Nayak, 1984; Owings & Grabiner, 2004b). Dean, Alexander, & Kuo (2007) observed
no significant difference in step width variability between young and old individuals that
walked at a preferred speed. Although older subjects are generally known to have
decreased balance abilities, they did not appear to have a more variable step width
(although they used 41% wider steps than younger adults), but rather demonstrated that
all individuals walk with some variability. These results may imply that some variability
is necessary to control any disturbances to maintain dynamic equilibrium during gait.
In contrast, Stolze, Friedrich, Steinauer, & Vieregge (2000) observed that while both
young and older women have a large coefficient of variation (CV) in step width, there
still existed a significant correlation between age and step width CV. Others have also
observed a significant increase in step width variability from young to old individuals
(Owings & Grabiner, 2004). Heitmann, Gossman, Shaddeau, & Jackson (1989) observed
a negative correlation between step width variability and balance performance in older
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women. As variability increased, balance performance decreased. These results illustrate
that step width variability increases as the balance system becomes compromised with
age. An association has also been made between step width variability and falling in
older adults (Maki, 1997; Brach, Berlin, VanSwearingen, Newman, & Studenski, 2005).
While most found a positive correlation between step width variability and the likelihood
of falling, Brach et al. (2005) observed that those that had extreme (high or low) step
width variability were 4.4 times more likely to have fallen in the last year. The "U"
shaped relationship between step width variability and the likelihood of falling suggests
that some variability is necessary to maintain a steady gait that can react to changes, but
any deviation (high or low) from "normal" step width variability may represent either an
unsteady gait or a compensatory measure for those that fear they are unsteady.
While research has shown that aging, and the loss of dynamic balance that comes
with aging, is correlated to step width variability, several studies have also demonstrated
the effect that an impaired balance system through mechanisms other than aging has on
step width variability. Balance is achieved by feedback from the visual, proprioceptive,
and vestibular systems. If one of these systems is impaired it may cause a decrease in
dynamic balance and an increase in step width variability. The vestibular system gives
the CNS information about where the head is in space through the use of a mechanism in
the inner ear. Individuals with vestibulopathy, which occurs when the balance portions
of the inner are damaged, exhibited more variable lateral interfoot distances than
comparison subjects (Krebs, Goldvasser, Lockert, Portney, & Gill-body, 2002). A link
between the proprioceptive system (a system that tells the CNS where one body part is
with respect to another) and step width variability has also been observed. By changing
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the terrain that an individual walks on the proprioceptive system can be challenged. This
challenge to the proprioceptive system has been found to increase step width (MacLellan
& Patla, 2006; Marigold & Patla, 2007) and step width variability (Thies, Richardson,
Demott, & Ashton-Miller, 2005; Thies, Richardson, & Ashton-Miller, 2005; MacLellam
& Patla), suggesting that an individual will ambulate using a wider BOS and with a more
variable gait when their dynamic balance ability is threatened. Deficiencies in the
vestibular and proprioceptive system both result in a more variable step width. Vision,
the third balance system, also plays a large role in maintaining postural stability while
walking.
When an individual uses a cell phone to text message they remove their visual focus
from the environment and fixate on the phone. When one decreases the visual input they
decrease the sensory information available that helps them to successfully navigate while
walking (Bauby & Kuo, 2000). Research has shown that decreasing the visual input
while walking overground leads to increased step width and step width variability (Bauby
& Kuo, 2000; Niechwiej-Szwedo et al., 2007) which suggests reduced dynamic balance.
Brach, Studenski, Perera, VanSwearingen, & Newman (2008) countered this argument
when they showed that there was an association between step width variability and vision
only in those that walked faster than 1.0 m/s, which may suggest that step width
variability is related to speed and not sensory impairment. However, this study used
subjects with impaired vision, rather than completely removing the visual input as in
other studies. The use of visual input is important to the maintenance of a successful gait
pattern.
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One possible solution to increase stability is use of external stabilization devices.
Devices such as handrails and lateral stabilization systems reduced the lateral foot
placement variability. As the subject became more stable with the assistance of the
external device, they reduced their step width (Chang & Ulrich, 2008; Donelan et al.,
2004) and step width variability (Donelan et al., 2004; Owings & Grabiner, 2004b). This
suggests that an individual will walk with a less wide step width, and will exhibit less
variable step characteristics when they are walking with increased stability.
Maintaining dynamic balance requires precise spatial control of foot placement
(Niechwiej-Szwedo, 2007), which makes step width and step width variability extremely
important when analyzing dynamic stability while walking. Medio-lateral foot placement
requires active control by the CNS (Donelan et al., 2004; Kuo, 1999). Large amounts of
variability in gait may represent inconsistency in the CNS when maintaining a steady,
uninterrupted gait pattern (Hausdorff, 2005). Thus cognitive tasks, such as the use of a
cell phone, may disrupt the automated process of walking and cause increased variability
in the gait pattern. Instability in gait has been related to medio-lateral foot placement
(step width), and large step width variability has been linked to an increased likelihood of
falling. It is important to measure step width and step width variability in order to
determine the effect that a dual-task (such as talking on the cell phone) has on the
disruption of dynamic stability.

Summary
In this section, the literature related to research on the possible influence of a dualtask (using a cell phone while walking) on gait characteristics has been reviewed. Based
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upon this review, it appears that the addition of a secondary task while walking results in
changes to gait. It also appears that the use of a cell phone is a cognitive demanding
activity that may result in inattentional blindness or detrimental changes to gait.
Detrimental changes to gait such as increased step width variability, that may be a result
of dual-tasking, have been suggested to represent a decrease in dynamic stability.
Therefore, it is important to study the effect that the use of a cell phone has on gait
characteristics.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY AND DATA
DESCRIPTION
Participant Description
18 healthy young adults (24.67±3.60 yrs; 71.20±16.21 kg; 174.13± 9.72 cm)
participated in the study. All of the participants had at least 1 year experience using a cell
phone and currently owned a cell phone. Subjects were included in the study if they were
healthy young adults between the ages of 18 and 30 years old and had at least one year
experience using a cell phone. Subjects were excluded from the study if they did not
have at least 1 year experience using a cell phone. In addition, subjects were excluded
from the study if they had a current lower extremity injury that may limit locomotion.
Subjects were recruited via word of mouth from the University of Nevada, Las Vegas
campus. All subjects provided informed consent approved by the Institutional Review
Board at the affiliated institution prior to the start of the research protocol.

Instrumentation
A 12 camera motion capture system (Vicon V8, Lake Forest, CA) sampling at 60 Hz
was used to obtain spatial and temporal kinematic data. Small markers covered in
reflective tape (2.5 cm in diameter) were attached to the lateral malleolus, the heel, and
the fifth metatarsal with the use of spirit gum (an adhesive often used to attach costume
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props; Kryolan, San Francisco, CA) and leukotape (BSN medical, Pinetown, South
Africa). Vicon Workstation (Model 4.6, Lake Forest, CA) was used to model the foot
and export the coordinate data of each marker. The subjects walked on a treadmill
(Precor C966, Woodinville, WA) during all the conditions. A pay as you go cell phone
with a standard phone keyboard was used for both the talking and text messaging
conditions. A custom developed light system consisting of six colored lights (2 green, 2
yellow, and 2 red; 25 W), extension cords, bulb cages, and a control box with 6 switches
(one per light) was used to provide the subjects with a visual stimulus.
Once the data were exported from the Vicon Workstation, Matlab (R2007b,
Math Works Inc, Natick, MA) and Excel (Microsoft Office 2003, Redmond, WA) were
used for data reduction.

Procedures
Volunteers were recruited and the experimental protocol was explained by a member
of the research team. A written informed consent form was provided and signed and any
questions were answered. Those giving consent reported to the biomechanics laboratory
for a testing session. Prior to subject arrival, the 12 camera motion capture system was
calibrated following manufacturer's specifications (residual < 3.0mm, static
reproducibility < 1.0mm). When the subject arrived, light reflecting markers were placed
externally on the skin over the lateral malleolus, on the shoe over the heel, and on the
shoe over the fifth metatarsal of both feet (Figure 1) for the purpose of measuring the
positions of the feet in space during walking. The subjects wore their own personal shoe.
The markers were securely attached to the shoe and ankle using standard leukotape and
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spirit gum. The spirit gum is a special glue used to adhere costume props to the skin
(e.g., fake mustache). An additional marker was placed on the treadmill bed in order to
create a reference point for the height of the treadmill.

Figure 1: Reflective marker placement

Prior to testing, subjects were asked to fill out a short questionnaire with respect to
their level of cell phone use (Appendix II). Responses to the questionnaire are included
(Appendix III). They were also instructed on proper treadmill walking and were allowed
to practice at this time. Any participant who was unable to safely walk on a treadmill
was excluded from the study. The subjects reserved the right to withdraw from the study
at any point for any reason without penalty.
Prior to instrumenting with the markers, subjects were given time to conduct a selfdirected warm-up. Once the warm-up was complete the subjects began the testing
session. Subjects were asked to walk on a treadmill (Precor C966, Woodinville, WA) at
a preferred speed for approximately 20 minutes. Preferred speed was determined by the
experimenter increasing the treadmill speed slowly by 0.1 mph at a time until the subject
determined the speed in which they were comfortable walking at. The subjects were not
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allowed to see the speed at which they were walking at. During the 20 minute walking
period each subject participated in three 5-minute walking trials under three different
conditions: 1) no cell phone, 2) talking on the cell phone, 3) text messaging on the cell
phone. One minute of single-task walking was given prior to the first trial and between
each trial. Five minutes of walking per condition was chosen in order to assure that each
subject took 400 steps, as needed to accurately calculate variability (Owings & Grabiner,
2003). The order in which the conditions were completed was counterbalanced among
the subjects.
During the 'cell' condition (condition 2), subjects were asked to talk on a provided
cell phone (Samsung 11340) with a research team member located in a different room.
Prior to testing the subject was asked to select a topic from a list of topics (e.g. traveling)
in which the research team member was familiar with (Appendix I). During the 'cell'
condition the subject and the research member carried on a naturalistic conversation
about the selected topic. No information about the subject's responses was recorded. For
the 'text' condition (condition 3), subjects were asked to text a series of simple, standard
sentences (e.g. How are you?) to a research team member's cell phone (Appendix 1).
The sentences were verbally presented to the subject.
During each condition, a visual cue consisting of a random colored light was
presented six times to each subject at a random time within the condition. The light was
turned on for three seconds. The lights were located 6.1 meters (20 feet) away from the
treadmill (mounted on a wall) to mimic the 'walk/do not walk' sign that is present on
street corners (Figure 2). The subjects were instructed prior to each condition to respond
to the visual stimulus by saying the color of the light out loud immediately after seeing
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the light. A research team member recorded each subject's responses to the visual
stimulus during each condition. The lighting system consisted of six different colored
lights (2 green, 2 red, and 2 yellow) presented within the visual field. The lights were
wired to a control box that was controlled by the researcher. The color of the lights that
were presented for each subject and each condition were pre-chosen via a random
generated list (Microsoft Office Excel 2003). A 12 camera motion analysis system
(Vicon V8, Lake Forest, CA; 60 Hz) was used to capture movement during each of the
three conditions.

Figure 2: Experimental set-up of the treadmill and the lighting system.
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Data Reduction
All data were reduced using Matlab (Appendix IV; R2007b, MathWorks Inc, Natick,
MA) and Excel ( Microsoft Office 2003, Redmond, WA). The position data was passed
through a fourth order low pass Butterworth Filter with a cut-off frequency of 10 Hz.
The algorithm used to determine heel contact and toe-off from kinematic data was
modeled from Hreljac & Marshall (2000). The first 400 steps of each trial were used for
data analysis. Once the stance phase and swing phase of each step were determined
stride length, stride rate, step width, step width variability and maximum and minimum
toe clearance during the swing phase were calculated. Stride length was defined as the
anterior/posterior distance between two consecutive same foot heel contacts. Stride
length was calculated as the ratio of treadmill speed to stride rate. Stride rate was defined
as the number of strides per second. Step width was defined as the medio-lateral distance
between the heel markers at the time of heel contact. Step width variability was defined
as the standard deviation of step width over the 400 steps. Maximum toe clearance was
defined as the maximum vertical displacement between the 5lh metatarsal marker and the
marker placed on the surface of the treadmill during swing phase. Minimum toe
clearance was defined as the minimum vertical displacement between the 5th metatarsal
marker and the marker placed on the surface of the treadmill during swing phase. The
mean for each variable per condition was calculated for analysis purposes
All responses to the visual stimuli and preferred treadmill speed were recorded on an
Excel spreadsheet.
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Statistical Design & Analysis
SPSS 16.0 (Chicago, IL) was used for all statistical analyses. To test the difference
between conditions a one way repeated measures analysis of variance was used to
analyze all dependent variables (stride length, stride rate, step width, step width
variability, and number of lights correctly seen). A post hoc paired comparisons test was
used to determine which means were significantly different from one another. The level
of significance was set at a=0.05.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS
The purpose of this study was to examine the effects that cell phone use (talking and
text messaging) had on gait characteristics and situation awareness. The number of lights
detected was different across conditions (control, talking, text messaging; F( 1.040,17.675)

=

39.777, p < .001). Using post-hoc tests, it was determined that light detection was
different between the control condition and the text messaging condition (p < .001) and
the talking condition and the text messaging condition (p <.001). Specifically, subjects
noticed fewer lights during the text messaging condition (M = 2.6 ± 2.2 # of lights) than
during the talking condition (M = 5.8 ± 0.5 # of lights) or the control condition (M = 5.9
± 0.5 # of lights). Group means and individual subject results are presented in Table 1
and a graphical representation for light detection is presented in Figure 11.
Minimum toe clearance during the swing phase of walking (F(2,34) = 8.574, p = .001)
was different across conditions. Using post-hoc tests, it was determined that minimum
toe clearance during swing phase was different between the control condition and the
talking condition (p =.002) and the control condition and the text messaging condition (p
= .014). Specifically, subjects cleared the ground with less distance during the talking
condition (M = 56.3 ± 3.660 mm), and the text messaging condition (M = 56.1 ± 4.481
mm) than during the control condition (M = 58.4 ± 4.350 mm). Group means and
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individual subject results are presented in Table 2 and a graphical representation of the
minimum toe clearance results are presented in Figure 12.
Stride rate (Table 3; F(2,34) = 1-086, p = .333), step width (Table 4; F(2,34) = 1-483, p =
.241), step width variability (Table 5; F(2,34) = 2.341, p = .112), and maximum toe
clearance (Table 6; F(2,34) = 1.794, p = .182) were not different between conditions (p >
.05).
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CONTROL

TALK

# of Lights Detected

5.9 ± 0.5 lights

5.8 ±0.5 lights

TEXT
2.6 ± 2.2 lights
**

Min Toe Clearance

58.4 ± 4.4 mm

56.3 ±3.7 mm**

56.1 ±4.5 mm
**

Max Toe Clearance

103.4 ± 13.2 mm

103.1 ± 13.2 mm

102.3 ±13.5 mm

Stride Rate

1.24 ±0.13 Hz

1.24 ±0.13 Hz

1.23 ±0.13 Hz

Step Width

100.6 ±35.2 mm

105.9 ±40.9 mm

102.0 ±36.0 mm

Step Width Variability

14.5 ±4.9 mm

15.8 ±6.1 mm

13.9 ±2.6 mm

Table 1: Summary of the mean and standard deviation for each variable across the three
conditions. Two asterisks (**) denotes a significant change from the control condition.
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Figure 3: Illustration of mean number of lights detected with standard error bars across
conditions. The control condition is only walking, the talk condition is talking on a cell
phone while concurrently walking and the text messaging condition is text messaging
while concurrently walking. One asterisk (*) denotes a difference between the talk and
text messaging conditions (p < .001). Two asterisks (**) denotes a difference between
the control and text messaging conditions (p < .001).
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Figure 4: Illustration of the minimum toe clearance during the swing phase of gait with
standard error bars across conditions. The control condition is only walking, the talk
condition is talking on a cell phone while concurrently walking and the text messaging
condition is text messaging while concurrently walking. One asterisk (*) denotes a
difference between the control and talk conditions (p = .002). Two asterisks (**) denotes
a difference between the control and text messaging conditions (p = .014).
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CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION & SUMMARY
In previous studies it was observed that the addition of a secondary task while
walking has caused individuals to adapt a wider base of support (Siu et al., 2007) and
have a reduction in toe clearance during swing phase (Kim & Brunt, 2007; Siu et al.,
2009). The aim of this study was to understand how specific gait parameters may change
while using a cell phone (either talking or text messaging) and concurrently walking. A
secondary purpose of this study was to lend support to the situation awareness theory.
A reduction in minimum toe clearance during the swing phase of gait was observed
while walking on a treadmill during both the talking and text messaging conditions. This
observation supports the hypothesis that the concurrent use of a cell phone while walking
would lead to a reduction in toe clearance. In addition, fewer lights were noticed while
walking and concurrently text messaging than while either talking and concurrently
walking or while just walking. This observation supports the hypothesis that while
involved in a secondary task, individuals would experience a decreased ability to detect
objects in their environment.
In the present study, subjects used a typical stride rate (1.24 ± 0.13 Hz) while walking
on a treadmill between 0.54 m/s (1.2 mph) and 1.12 m/s (2.5 mph; Danlon, Varraine,
Bonnard, & Pailhous, 2003). In the present study, toe clearance during single-task
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walking was observed to be an average of 58.4 ± 4.35 mm. The values for minimum toe
clearance observed in the present study are reasonable given that the marker was placed
on the superior aspect of the fifth metatarsal. Austin, Garrett, & Bohannon (1999)
observed toe clearance during walking to be between 56 and 92 mm using the same
method for calculating toe clearance as used in the present study. In previous research
step width and step width variability have been observed to be between 95 mm and 102
mm for step width (Dean, 2007; Niechwiej-Szwedo, 2007; Owings & Grabiner, 2004a,
Owings & Grabiner, 2004b) and 21 mm and 22.5 mm for step width variability (Owings
& Grabiner, 2004a, Owings & Grabiner, 2004b) respectively. In the present study,
during the control condition, average step width was observed to be 100.6 ±35.17 mm
and average step width variability was observed to be 14.5 ± 4.93 mm. The measured
step width is within the range of step width values previously observed. The measured
step width variability is slightly lower than previously observed, but still is reasonable.
Some of the differences between studies may be due to differences in methods. For
example, in both of the previously mentioned studies (Owings & Grabiner, 2004a,
Owings & Grabiner, 2004b) the subjects walked for at least 10 minutes which allowed
the use of considerably more than 400 steps. In the present study, 400 steps were used.
It is not known if the number of steps analyzed would influence the outcome of the study.
400 steps was determined to be sufficient to capture enough data to represent each
subject.
Kim & Brunt (2007) observed a decrease in toe clearance of 1.6 cm during a 10 cm
high obstacle clearance activity when subjects participated in a secondary reaction time
task. In the current study the observed reduction in minimum toe clearance was much
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less pronounced (approximately 2 mm). Kim and Brunt (2007) also noted that the degree
to which toe clearance decreased was dependent upon the difficulty of the task. In the
current study subjects were just asked to walk without any perturbations in the surface.
The task of solely walking on a treadmill is a relatively easy task. In contrast, Kim &
Brunt (2007) had subjects walk while clearing a 10 cm high obstacle. An obstacle
clearance task is much more difficult than walking without any perturbations. Since no
obstacle was used in the current study it may be expected that the degree to which toe
clearance decreased would be less pronounced.
Sparrow et al. (2008) also suggested that a reduction in toe clearance during a dualtask may be related to the difficulty of either the primary or the secondary task. They
observed no difference in toe clearance while subjects walked on a treadmill and
participated in a reaction time task. In the current study subjects were asked to triple-task
by walking, using a cell phone, and responding to visual stimuli. The use of a triple-task
paradigm made the task of walking more difficult, and thus may have caused the
reduction in toe clearance
Individuals noticed fewer lights while text messaging than while just walking or
while talking and walking. While individuals text messaged they were unaware of what
was going on around them as shown by the decreased number of lights detected. This
observation lends support to the situation awareness theory. Although individuals
noticed fewer lights while text messaging, the same results were not observed while
subjects talked on the cell phone. This observation may suggest that the removal of the
eyes from the visual field ahead causes a reduction in the number of lights observed
rather than the cognitive demand of the secondary task. Strayer et al. (2003) observed
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that talking on a cell phone impairs recognition memory of billboards. In our study
subjects were asked to respond to the visual stimulus immediately after seeing it, rather
than having to remember what they saw and then respond at the end of the trial. The
result of this study may have been different if the subjects were asked to remember the
color of the lights that they saw.
It was hypothesized that individuals would adopt a wider base of support and a more
variable gait while walking and concurrently using a cell phone. In the present study an
increase in the base of support during dual-task walking was not observed to be
significant in this study. However, inspection of individual responses led to the
observation that 67% of the subjects in both the text messaging and the talking condition
adopted a wider base of support while dual-tasking than while walking only. This
observation may be an indication that during dual-task walking different people will
respond differently. Individual differences may be related to subject familiarity with the
cell phone or the experience level of the cell phone user. Individuals that adopt a wider
base of support during the talk and text conditions may feel less stable while dual tasking
and therefore increase their step width. The constraint of walking on a treadmill may
have forced subjects to adapt a narrower base of support because of the width limitations
of the treadmill bed. Previous research has observed an increased step width while
involved in a dual-task (Siu et al., 2007). However, the before mentioned research was
conducted over ground where subjects are not constrained to the width of the treadmill.
Future research needs to test the effect that cell phone use has on step width while
ambulating over ground.
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Several factors may have played a role in the outcome of the present study. In the
present study subjects used a "pay as you go" standard cell phone without a full
keyboard. This phone was different than each subject's personal phone in which they are
familiar with. In the present study 7 of the 18 subjects reported that their personal cell
phone contained a full keyboard. However, the type of phone used has no effect on the
talk condition and still simulates a combination motor and cognitive task in which
individuals are involved while text messaging.
The experience of the cell phone user also plays a role in the effect that cell phone use
has on walking. All of the 18 subjects reported that they walk and talk on their cell
phone at the same time, while 16 of the 18 subjects reported that they text message and
walk at the same time. Although there appears to be only small differences in the
experience levels of the subjects used in this study there may be a larger effect of cell
phone use on walking in subjects that are less experienced. Future research needs to test
the effect that cell phone experience has on changes to gait characteristics.
In the present study only gait characteristics and light detection were studied. The
accuracy of the text messages sent while text messaging and concurrently walking was
not recorded. Some subjects may have been more diligent about the accuracy of their
text messages which would have increased the cognitive difficulty of the task, and thus
having a greater influence on gait. Future research needs to test the correlation between
the accuracy of the text messaging and gait characteristics.
Limitations to the study include the use of a treadmill and the use of a constant speed.
A treadmill had to be used in order to gather 400 steps of continuous walking in order to
observe step width variability. However, treadmill walking does not reflect over ground
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walking. During treadmill walking subjects are constrained to the belt and treadmill
walking may be a more difficult task than over ground walking. However, over ground
walking through a lab also does not accurately reflect the different terrains that an
individual may encounter while ambulating outside. There are limitations to all
controlled studies and the use of a treadmill in the present study allowed step width
variability to be observed. Future research needs to evaluate the effect of cell phone use
on gait while ambulating over a changing terrain.
Another limitation to treadmill walking is the constraint of using a constant speed.
The subjects were not allowed to change their speed as the task became more difficult.
However, the use of a constant speed ruled out a change in stride rate or step width due to
a change in speed. Since speed was controlled an observed change in step width or stride
rate would be due to the change in task rather than a change in speed. Future research
should examine the effect that concurrent cell phone use has on gait speed.
Triple-tasking while walking on a daily basis is not uncommon, and thus it is
important to observe the changes in gait while participating in such an activity. In the
present study individuals were asked to walk, detect lights, and use a cell phone
concurrently. During both the talk and text conditions subjects decreased their toe
clearance. A decrease in toe clearance is important to observe because it can lead to an
increased likelihood of tripping. In addition, although there was not a group response for
step width during the talk and text conditions, it is important to note that individual
responses were observed. Most subjects changed their step width (wider or narrower)
during the talk and text condition as compared to the control condition. Future research
should examine the individual responses to cell phone use. It appears that a large portion
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of the subjects increased their base of support in order to increase stability while involved
in a triple-task.
The triple-task walking also had an observed effect on light detection. The ability to
detect lights in the visual environment is important when crossing a street with a "walk /
do not walk sign". Prior to each condition subjects were reminded to respond to the light
in the visual field immediately upon seeing it. The dual-task paradigm states that priority
is typically given to one task while the other task suffers (Abernathy, 1988; Bloem et al.,
2001; Woollacott & Shumay-Cook, 2002). Since attentional resources are limited the
CNS has to decide how to divide the resources. In the present study it appears that
individuals chose to prioritize gait and text-messaging over the tertiary task of light
detection. This can lead to individuals not noticing important lights ("walk / do not walk
sign) while crossing a street.

Summary
In summary, it was observed that subjects decreased minimum toe clearance while
both talking and concurrently walking and text messaging and concurrently walking. A
decrease in toe clearance could lead to an increased likelihood of tripping. It was also
observed that subjects notice less lights in their visual environment while text messaging
and concurrently walking. A decrease in the number of lights detected can lead to an
increased likelihood of not detecting a "walk / do not walk" sign while crossing a street.
Individual responses to changes in step width were observed. This may represent that
some subjects felt more unstable while walking and concurrently using a cell phone.
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Future research needs to be conducted on the effect that cell phone use has on different
gait characteristics during different circumstances.
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APPENDIX I

TALK / TEXT TOPICS
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Phrases Used for the Test Message Condition:
Hi, how are you?
I am good, how are you?
What are your plans for today?
I have class until 2
Want to see a movie after class?
Sure, which one?
The Dark Knight
What time is it playing at?
5:15, 7:45, 10:00 at town square
Let's go to the 7:45 showing
Okay I will meet you out front at 7:30
Want to grab dinner first?
We could do that. Where were you thinking?
Anywhere in town square
How about claim jumpers? I like their pastas
Sounds great, see you there at 6:00.
Ok, talk to you later
later
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Subject #
Please select one topic from the following list.
This topic will be used as the topic of discussion during your 5-minute cell phone session.

Traveling

Sports

School

Summer Vacation

Work

Food

Hobbies

Career Aspirations

Movies

Music
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APPENDIX II

QUESTIONAIRRE
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Subject #
Please answer the following questions as accurately as possible:
1) How many years have you owned a cell phone?
A)
B)
C)
D)

0 - 1 year
1 - 3 years
3 - 5 years
5 + years

2) Rank the following according to what you use your cell phone for the most with 1
being the most used function:
Talking
Text Messaging
Games
Internet
Planner
Listen to Music
3) On average how many minutes per day do you talk on your cell phone?
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

0 - 1 0 minutes
11-30 minutes
31 - 60 minutes
1 - 2 hours
2 + hours

4) On average how many text messages do you send per day?
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

0 - 5 messages
6 - 1 0 messages
1 0 - 2 0 messages
2 1 - 50 messages
50 + messages

5) Does your cell phone have a full keyboard?
A) Yes
B) No
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6) Do you ever actively walk and talk on your cell phone at the same time?
A) Yes
B) No
7) Do you ever drive and talk on your cell phone at the same time?
A) Yes
B) No
8) Do you ever actively walk and text message on your cell phone at the same time?
A) Yes
B) No
9) Do you ever drive and text on your cell phone at the same time?
A) Yes
B) No
10) Make and model of your current cell phone:
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APPENDIX III

INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES TO CELL PHONE USE

Subject
#

Control

Talk

Text

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

# of lights
6
6
6
6
6
4
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

# of lights
6
6
5
6
6
4
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
5
6
6
6

# of lights
3
0
6
0
0
1
4
4
5
3
3
5
0
6
0
4
2
1

MEAN

5.9

5.8

2.6

stdev

0.471

0.548

2.173

Table 2: Light detection results for each subject for each condition,
as well as average results and standard deviation for all subjects
combined.
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Subject
#

Control

Talk

Text

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

mm
58.5
61.6
51.8
58.8
53.7
61.5
66.1
63.9
56.3
56.5
64.3
62.4
59.1
50.7
57.7
56.2
58.0
53.7

mm
55.0
54.3
51.6
56.3
51.4
61.3
61.7
58.8
54.7
55.4
61.3
58.7
57.8
49.1
58.6
54.6
59.2

mm
53.0
57.2
50.0
57.3
50.7
57.3
60.8
58.9
54.6
61.6
66.1
55.7
57.6
48.4
57.2
55.4
58.4

52.9

50.5

MEAN

58.4

56.3

56.1

stdev

4.350

3.660

4.481

Table 3: Minimum toe clearance during swing phase results for
each subject for each condition, as well as average results and
standard deviation for all subjects combined.
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Individual Response % Change for Minimum Toe Clearance
Between the Control and Talk Condition
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Figure 5: Illustration of individual subject responses in the change in minimum toe
clearance between the control and talk conditions. A positive % change represents a
decrease in minimum toe clearance during the swing phase, while a negative % change
represents an increase in the minimum toe clearance during swing phase.
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Figure 6: Illustration of individual subject responses in the change in minimum toe
clearance between the control and text conditions. A positive % change represents a
decrease in minimum toe clearance during the swing phase, while a negative % change
represents an increase in the minimum toe clearance during swing phase.
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Subject
#

Control

Talk

Text

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Hz
1.20
1.10
1.05
1.24
1.29
1.63
1.21
1.32
1.36
1.08
1.30
1.18
1.29
1.19
1.29
1.24
1.23
1.13

Hz
1.19
1.07
1.03
1.26
1.28
1.63
1.20
1.31
1.35
1.08
1.29
1.19
1.30
1.18
1.31
1.24
1.26
1.13

Hz
1.18
1.09
1.03
1.25
1.29
1.58
1.17
1.29
1.37
1.04
1.29
1.27
1.29
1.18
1.25
1.22
1.21
1.15

MEAN

1.24

1.24

1.23

stdev

0.129

0.134

0.126

Table 4: Stride rate results for each subject for each condition,
as well as average results and standard deviation for all subjects
combined.
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Individual Response % Change for Stride Rate Between the
Control and Talk Conditions
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Figure 7: Illustration of individual subject responses in the change in stride rate between
the control and talk conditions. A positive % change represents a decrease in stride rate
from the control condition to the talk condition, while a negative % change represents an
increase in stride rate.
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Figure 8: Illustration of individual subject responses in the change in stride rate between
the control and text conditions. A positive % change represents a decrease in stride rate
from the control condition to the text condition, while a negative % change represents an
increase in stride rate.
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Subject
#

Control

Talk

Text

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

mm
95.2
88.7
93.7
80.3
109.6
147.7
89.3
113.2
110.8
86.6
5.2
120.8
79.7
120.5
78.0
102.3
181.9
107.2

mm
91.0
82.5
112.6
85.3
110.4
154.6
96.0
126.8
118.1
83.6
5.5
119.0
71.9
139.3
92.4
97.4
209.8
109.5

mm
97.1
87.3
100.5
88.5
118.6
99.0
96.1
116.3
102.9
92.6
14.9
117.4
75.9
127.6
78.1
100.7
207.6
114.7

MEAN

100.6

105.9

102.0

stdev

35.171

40.866

36.048

Table 5: Step width results for each subject for each condition,
as well as average results and standard deviation for all subjects
combined.
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Individual Response % Change for Step Width Between the
Control and Talk Conditions
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Figure 9: Illustration of individual subject responses in the change in step width between
the control and talk conditions. A positive % change represents a decrease in step width
from the control condition to the talk condition, while a negative % change represents an
increase in step width.
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Figure 10: Illustration of individual subject responses in the change in step width between
the control and text conditions. A positive % change represents a decrease in step width
from the control condition to the text condition, while a negative % change represents an
increase in step width.
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Subject
#

Control

Talk

Text

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

mm
14.6
12.0
8.6
12.2
11.0
31.9
15.4
14.8
15.5
11.2
11.6
16.0
13.0
15.6
12.1
16.5
17.1
11.5

mm
14.6
15.7
6.4
13.9
10.3
30.5
21.7
12.6
14.4
10.4
9.2
13.1
25.3
17.7
16.1
18.2
22.8
11.8

mm
15.1
12.7
9.0
11.6
13.0
19.9
16.3
12.2
14.4
11.9
13.4
12.5
13.4
14.8
13.1
16.0
18.8
12.6

MEAN

14.5

15.8

13.9

stdev

4.927

6.098

2.611

Table 6: Step width variability results, as measured by the standard
deviation of step width for 400 steps, for each subject for each
condition, as well as average results and standard deviation for
all subjects combined.
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Individual Response % Change for Step Width Variability
Between the Control and Talk Conditions
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Figure 11: Illustration of individual subject responses in the change in step width
variability between the control and talk conditions. A positive % change represents a
decrease in step width variability from the control condition to the talk condition, while a
negative % change represents an increase in step width variability.
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Figure 12: Illustration of individual subject responses in the change in step width
variability between the control and text conditions. A positive % change represents a
decrease in step width variability from the control condition to the text condition, while a
negative % change represents an increase in step width variability.
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Subject
#

Control

Talk

Text

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

mm
93.9
88.2
83.9
93.5
87.7
99.2
123.4
112.8
95.9
103.6
114.0
96.8
115.8
118.0
131.2
103.0
96.9
103.5

mm
93.6
87.4
81.6
92.1
86.1
100.7
117.9
109.1
95.3
109.2
114.9
97.5
114.8
115.3
133.3
99.5
101.7
105.6

mm
91.0
88.0
79.7
91.8
85.2
102.5
118.3
112.3
97.3
102.0
111.4
94.4
114.6
116.3
133.0
102.0
97.8
104.0

MEAN

103.4

103.1

102.3

stdev

13.166

13.188

13.471

Table 7: Maximum toe clearance during swing phase results for
each subject for each condition, as well as average results and
standard deviation for all subjects combined.
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Individual Response % Change for Maximum Toe Clearance
Between the Control and Talk Conditions
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Figure 13: Illustration of individual subject responses in the change in maximum toe
clearance during swing phase between the control and talk conditions. A positive %
change represents a decrease in maximum toe clearance from the control condition to the
talk condition, while a negative % change represents an increase in maximum toe
clearance.
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Figure 14: Illustration of individual subject responses in the change in maximum toe
clearance during swing phase between the control and text conditions. A positive %
change represents a decrease in maximum toe clearance from the control condition to the
talk condition, while a negative % change represents an increase in maximum toe
clearance.
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APPENDIX IV

RESPONSES TO THE QUESTIONAIRRE

Years of Cell Phone Ownership
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Figure 15: Responses to the question: How many years have you owned a cell phone?
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Figure 16: Responses to the question: On average how many text messages do you send
per day?
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Minutes Talked on a Cell Phone Per Day
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Figure 17: Responses to the question: On average how many minutes per day do you talk
on your cell phone?
Does Your Cell Phone Have a Full Keyboard?
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Figure 18: Responses to the question: Does your cell phone have a full key board?
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Do You Ever Walk and Talk on Your Cell Phone?
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Figure 19: Responses to the question: Do you ever actively walk and talk on your cell
phone at the same time?
Do You Ever Drive and Text Message on Your Cel
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Figure 20: Responses to the question: Do you ever drive and text message on your cell
phone at the same time?
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Do You Ever Drive and Talk on Your Cell Phone?
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Figure 21: Responses to the question: Do you ever drive and talk on your cell phone at
the same time.
Do You Ever Walk and Text Message on Your Cell
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Figure 22: Responses to the question: Do you ever actively walk and text message on
your cell phone at the same time?
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APPENDIX V

MATLAB PROGRAMS
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clear
clc
close(gcf)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
,-. ~
_

counter

-'•

v

file name

15
1;
3;
1;
1;
1;
[!
4;
17
in
20
60
6;
30
22
CO

startwithsubject
startwithcondition
startwithtrial
numofsubjects
numofconditions
numoftrials
mydir
precision
numberofcols
numberofrows
headers
fs
fc
searchwindow
numberofpeaks
plotsec

t

= 0;

for s=startwithsubject:startwithsubject+numofsubjects-1
for c=startwithcondition:startwithcondition+numofconditions-1
for t=startwithtrial:startwithtrial+numoftrials-1

counter=counter+l;

subj=int2str (s);
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cond=int2str(c);
trial=int2str (t);
filename=['S' subj 'C" cond

trial

tt'];

data=my_fopen(mydir,filename,numberofcols,numberofrows,headers);

frame= data( :,1) /
time=data(:,2);
tmx = data(:,3) r
tmy = data(:,4) i
tmz = data(:,5) r
Lheelx = data(: , 6 ) ;
Lheely = data (: , 7 ) ;
Lheelz = data (: , 8 ) ;
Ltoex = data (:, 9);
Ltoey = data (:, 10) ;
Ltoez = data (:, 11);
Rheelx = data ( :,12);
Rheely = data(: ,13);
Rheelz = data (: ,14);
Rtoex = data (:, 15) ;
Rtoey = data ( : 16)
, ;
Rtoez = data ( :,17);
- —

—

Rheelz = my_filt(Rheelz, fc, fs, 1 ) ;
Rtoey = my_filt(Rtoey, fc, fs, 1 ) ;

r_hc = jma_hc(time, Rheelz, fs, plotsec, searchwindow, filename,
numberofpeaks,
[0.25], 'right side');

r_to = jma_hc(time, Rtoey, fs, plotsec, searchwindow, filename,
numberofpeaks, [1.5], 'right side');

[ rightstance] = jma_plot (r_hc, r_to, time, Rheelz, filename, 'rig
ie">;

Lheelz = my_filt(Lheelz, fc, fs, 1 ) ;
Ltoey = my_filt(Ltoey, fc, fs, 1)
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l_hc = jma_hc(time, Lheelz, fs, plotsec, searchwindow, filename,
numberofpeaks, [0.25], 'left side');

1 to = jma_hc(time, Ltoey, fs, plotsec, searchwindow, filename,
numberofpeaks, [1.5], 'left side');

[leftstance] = jma_plot(l he, l_to, time, Lheelz, filename, '

if leftstance(1,1)-rightstance(1,1) < 0

temp = leftstance;
clear leftstance;
leftstance = temp(2:length(temp),:);
clear term:);
temp = rightstance;
clear rightstance;
rightstance = temp(1:length(temp)-1,:)
clear temp
end

loopsize = size (rightstance)
for ii = 1:loopsize(1)

Rstepwidth (ii) = Rheelx(rightstance(ii,3))
Lheelx (rightstance(ii,3));
Lstepwidth(ii) = -1* (Lheelx(leftstance(ii,3)) Rheelx (leftstance (ii,3)));

if ii < loopsize(l)
Rsr(ii) = rightstance(ii + 1, 1) - rightstance (ii, 1);
Lsr(ii) = leftstance (ii + 1, 1) - leftstance (ii, 1);
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st_search = rightstance (ii,4)+ 1;
ed_search = rightstance (ii+1,3)-1;
Left_st_search = leftstance (ii,4)+ 1;
Left_ed_search = leftstance(ii+1,3)-1;

if ed_search <= st_search
ed_search = st_search+l;
end
if Left_ed_search <= Left_st_search
Left_ed_search = Left_st_search+l;
end

[Rtcmax(ii), Rtcmaxpos(ii)]=max(Rtoez(st_search:ed_search) tmz(st_search:ed_search));
[Rtcmin(ii), Rtcminpos(ii)]=min(Rtoez(st_search:ed_search) tmz(st_search:ed_search));
[Ltcmax(ii), Ltcmaxpos(ii)]=max(Ltoez(Left_st_search:Left_ed_search)
- tmz(Left_st_search:Left_ed_search));
[Ltcmin(ii),Ltcminpos(ii)]=min(Ltoez(Left_st_search:Left_ed_search)
- tmz(Left st search:Left ed search));

Rtcmaxpos(ii) = Rtcmaxpos(ii) + rightstance(ii,4) + 1 - 1 ;
Rtcminpos(ii)=Rtcminpos(ii) + rightstance(ii,4)+1-1;
Ltcmaxpos(ii)=Ltcmaxpos(ii)+leftstance(ii,4)+ 1-1;
Ltminpos(ii)=Ltcminpos(ii)+leftstance(ii,4)+l-l;
end
end

close(gcf);
plot(time(1:300), Rtoez(1:300))
hold on
plot(time(rightstance(1,3):rightstance(1,4)),Rtoez(rightstance(1,
3):rightstance(1,4)),'q');
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plot(time(rightstance(2,3):rightstance(2,4)),Rtoez(rightstance(2,
3):rightstance (2,4)),'g');
plot(time(Rtcmaxpos(1)),Rtoez(Rtcmaxpos(1)),'ro');
plot(time(Rtcminpos(1)),Rtoez(Rtcminpos(1)),'yo');
pause
close(gcf)
plot(time(leftstance(l,3) :leftstance(1,4)),Ltoez(leftstance (1,3)
leftstance(l,4)),'g');
plot(time(leftstance(2,3):leftstance(2,4)),Ltoez(leftstance(2,3)
leftstance (2,4)), 'g');
plot(time(Ltcmaxpos(1)),Ltoez(Ltcmaxpos(1)),'ro');
plot(time(Ltcminpos(1)),Ltoez(Ltcminpos(1)),'yo');
close(gcf);
pause

end

[lastrow, lastcol]=size(rightstance)
Rtcmax(lastrow)=0
Rtcmin(lastrow)=0
Ltcmax(lastrow)=0
Ltcmin(lastrow)=0
Rsr(lastrow)=0;
Lsr (lastrow)=0;
alldata=[rightstance, leftstance, Rstepwidth', Lstepwidth1, Rtcmax',
Rtcmin', Ltcmax', Ltcmin', Rsr', Lsr'];
directory=['C:\biomech\thesis output'];
my_save(directory, file_name, alldata, 4 ) ;
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%This function uses 4 peaks in the position data to determine heel
contact
%and toe off from kinematic data.
function [he] = jma_hc(time, zcord, fs, plotsec, searchwindow,
filename, numberofpeaks, perc_int, side)
o

%

Calculate vel., accel., and jerk
.

Q.
O

%calculate first and last velocity value
v(l)=(zcord(2)-zcord(1))/(time(2)-time(1) ) ;
v(length(time))=(zcord(length(time)))-(zcord(length(time)1))/(time(length(time)))-(time(length(time))-1);
%calculate velocity using first central difference method
for i = 2:(length(time)-1)
v(i)=(zcord(i+1)-zcord(i-1))/(time(i+1)-time(i-1));
end
%calculate first and last acceleration value
a(l) = (v(2)-v(l))/(time(2)-time(1)) ;
a(length(time))=(v(length(time)))-(v(length(time)1) ) /(time(length(time)))-(time(length(time))-1);
%calculate acceleration
for i = 2:(length(time)-1)
a(i)=(v(i+l)-v(i-l))/(time(i+1)-time(i-1));
end
%calculate first and last value of jerk
j(1)=(v(2)-v(l))/(time(2)-time(l));
j(length(time))=(a(length(time)))-(a(length(time)1))/(time(length(time)))-(time(length(time))-1);
%calculate jerk
for i=2:(length(time)-1)
j(i)=(a(i+l)-a(i-l))/(time(i+1)-time(i-1));
end
o
o

%

Plot data

g.
o

subplot(3,1,1)
plot(time, zcord)
ylabel('z cord (units)')
temptitle = [filename ' ' side];
title(temptitle)
subplot(3,1,2)
plot(time, a)
ylabel('ace (units/s/s)')
subplot(3,1,3)
plot(time, j)
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ylabel('jerk (units/s/s/s)')
xlabel('time (s)')
pause
close(gcf)
Identify max positions

%plot first few seconds of position data
plot(time(l:plotsec*fs), zcord(l:plotsec*fs))
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel ( 'z cord (units)')
temptitle = [filename ' ' side];
title(temptitle)
hold on
%identify four peaks
fprintf (1, '\nClick on four peaks.')
for i = 1:4
[p(i), ppos(i)] = unlvfindpeak(zcord, searchwindow, fs)
plot(time(ppos(i)), zcord(ppos(i)), 'ro')
plot(time(ppos(i)), zcord(ppos(i)), 'r.')
end
%calculate interval using different combinations of peaks
(ppos(4)-ppos (1))/3
tempsf(1)
(ppos(3)-ppos (1))/2
tempsf(2)
(ppos(2)-ppos(1))/l
tempsf (3)
(ppos(4)-ppos(2))/2
tempsf (4)
(ppos (4)-ppos(3))/l
tempsf (5)
(ppos(3)-ppos (1))12
tempsf (6)
^average SF
sf = mean(tempsf);
%use this to predict future peaks knowing where the first
one occurs
peak(l) = zcord(ppos(1));
interval = sf;
close(gcf)
%clear tempsf sf;
subplot(4,1,1)
plot(time, zcord)
ylabel ('z cord (units)')
xlabel('time (s)')
temptitle = [filename '
title(temptitle)
hold on
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side]

%plot first point
plot(time(ppos(1)), zcord(ppos(1)), 'ro')
plot(time(ppos(1)), zcord(ppos(1)), 'r.')
for i = 2:numberofpeaks
%find max
startsearch = round(ppos(i-1) + 0.5*interval);
endsearch
= round(startsearch + interval);
[temp, temppos] = max(zcord(startsearch:endsearch));
%adjust position
ppos(i) = temppos + startsearch - 1;
%plot
plot(time(ppos(i)),
plot(time(ppos(i)),

zcord(ppos(i)),
zcord(ppos(i)),

'ro')
'r.')

end
hold off
g,
o

%

find heel contact

%ppos represents the max zcord
for i = 1:length(ppos)
%find max acceleration
startsearch = round(ppos(i));
endsearch
= round(startsearch + interval*perc_int);
[temp, temppos] = max(a(startsearch:endsearch));
%adjust position
a_pos(i) = temppos + startsearch - 1;
%find zero jerk
m = (j(a_pos(i)+1) - j (a_pos(i)-1)) / (time(a_pos(i)+1)
time(a_pos(i)-1)) ;
hc(i) = j(a_pos(i)-1)*(-1)/m + time(a_pos(i)-1);
end

%
o,
o

Plot data showing what discrete points were found
_

__

^parameters used to determine how much data is plotted
ep = 500;
hcep = 5;
%ep = length(time);
%hcep = (length(he));
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subplot(4,1,2)
plot(time(1 rep), zcord(1:ep))
ylabel('z cord (units)')
title(filename)
subplot (4,1,3)
plot(time(1:ep), a(l:ep))
ylabel('acc (units/s/s) ' )
subplot (4,1,4)
plot(time(1:ep), j(l:ep))
ylabel('jerk (units/s/s/s)')
xlabel('time (s)')
subplot(4,1,2)
hold on
plot(time(ppos(1rhcep)), zcord(ppos(1:hcep)), 'go')
plot(time(ppos(1:hcep)), zcord(ppos(1:hcep)), 'g.')
subplot(4,1,3)
hold on
plot(time(a_pos(1:hcep)), a(a_pos(1:hcep)), 'go')
plot(time(a_pos(1:hcep)), a(a_pos(1:hcep)), 'g.')
subplot(4,1,4)
hold on
hczero(1:hcep) = 0;
plot (he (1:hcep), hczero(1:hcep), 'go')
plot (he (1:hcep), hczero (1:hcep), 'g.')
pause
close (gef)
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% This function allows the user to inspect each stance phase for
%abnormalities in the data.

function [stance] = jma_plot(r_hc, r_to, time, zcord, filename, side)
figure('position', [10,10,500,500]);
for i = 1:length(r_hc)
%find he and to row numbers
temp = find(time > r_hc(i));
hc_row = temp(l);
temp = find(time > r_to(i));
to_row = temp(l);
rhc(i) = hc_row;
rto(i) = to_row;
^normalize time
normtime = time(hc_row:to_row) - time(hc_row);
%extra time
xtime = time(hc_row-5:to_row+5) - time(hc_row);
%plot stance phase
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(xtime, zcord(hc_row-5:to_row+5), 'b')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('position units')
plottitle = [filename ' ' int2str(i) ' ' side];
title(plottitle);
hold on
plot(normtime, zcord(hc_row:to_row), 'r')
subplot(2,1,2)
plot(xtime, zcord(hc_row-5:to_row+5), 'b')
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('position units')
plottitle = [filename ' ' int2str(i) ' ' side];
title(plottitle);
hold on
plot(normtime, zcord(hc_row:to_row), 'r')
hold off
r = input C\nOk? (l=yes)
%compile data
stance(i, 1) =
stance (i, 2) =
stance (i, 3) =
stance (i, 4) =

');

r_hc(i);
r_to(i);
rhc(i);
rto(i);

%decide to save data or not
if r == 1
stance (i, 5) = 1;
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%replot in different color
subplot (2,1,1)
plot(normtime, zcord(hc_row:to_row), 'g')

stance (i, 5) = 0;
%replot in different color
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(normtime, zcord(hc_row:to_row), 'y')
end
end
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%Fourth Order Zero lag Butterworth Filter
O

%Function called as:
%[smooth_data] = my_filt(rawdata, fc, fs, type)
%where
%fc = cutoff frequency
%fs = sample frequency
%type = type of filter
% 1 = low pass filter
% 2 = high pass filter
-2= = = =: = = = = = = = = :=::=: = =: = = = = = = = = = = = = — = ^L =

===

function [smoothed_data] = my_filt(raw_data,fc, fs, type)
warning off;
%calculate wn
wn = 2*fc/fs;
%calculate butterworth coefficients (2nd order)
if type == 1
[B,A]=butter(2,wn) ;
end
if type == 2
[B,A]=butter(2,wn,'high');
end
%calculate smoothed data using a zero-phase lag routine
smoothed_data=filtfilt(B,A,raw_data);
warning on;
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%function: my_fopen
%this function will run the commonly used commands to open a file.
o
o

%called as:
% data = my_fopen(directory, filename, columns, rows, headers)
g,
o

%where
% directory
= location of file
% filename
= name of file with extension
% columns
= number of columns
% rows
= number of rows% headers
= number of headers to get rid of
function tempdata = my_fopen(my_dir, file_name, columns, rows,
headers);
%my_dir = data directory
%file_name = filename with extension
^columns = number of columns
%headers = number of headers to discard
%set up commands for eval function
%change to working directory
eval(['cd ' my_dir ';']);
%open the file
%create substrings
c = 'fid=fopen(''';
d = •'',''rt'');';
%create filename
file_name = [c, file_name, d ] ;
%open peak input file
eval(file_name);
%check to see if the open was successful
if fid == -1
clc
message = ['The filename ' file
exist in directory ' my_dir];
error(message);
fprintf(1,'\n\n');
end

%get rid of headers
for h = lrheaders
fgets(fid);
end
%read in data
A = fscanf(fid, ' % f , [columns rows])
tempdata = A' ;
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name ' does not

%close f i l e s
fclose('all');
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%Function: my_save(directory, filename, data, precision)
o
o

%This function will save data to a specified file with a specified
precision

function my_save(directory, filename, data, precision)
%initialize variable
all_column_info = [];
%change directory
temp = pwd;
eval(['cd ' directory]);
%open the file to write to
fid=fopen(filename, 'w');
%make quote notation

%check the size of the data array
[rows columns] = size(data);
%Create the necessary write commands
column_precision = int2str(precision);
column_info = ['%5.' column_precision ' f ] ;
for i = 1:columns
all_column_info = [column_info ' ' all_column_info];
end
^transpose the output data array because the print command writes
%column 1, then column 2, ...
data=data';
%create command line
print_command = ['fprintf(fid,' q all_column_info '\n' q ',
data);'];
%save data
eval([print_command]);
%close file
fclose(fid);
%change back to original directory
eval(['cd ' temp]);
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%Function findpeak.m
a.
o

%Locates peak value and position relative to data size
%Called as: [peak, peakpos] = findpeak(data,searchwindow,fs);
o

%Important: The function requires that the x axis is time.
%The peakpos returned is position number (not time).
o
o

%The function includes a call to ginput for one click.
function [peak, peakpos] = unlvfindpeak(data, searchwindow, fs)
[xpos, ypos] = ginput (1);
xpos = round(xpos*fs);
start = xpos-searchwindow;
if (start<l)
start=l;
end
peak = max(data(start:xpos+searchwindow));
temppeakpos = find(data(start:xpos+searchwindow)==peak);
temppeakpos(5)=0;
peakpos = temppeakpos(1);
peakpos = peakpos+(start)-1;
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APPENDIX VI

IRB
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UNLV
Biomedical IRB - Expedited Review
Approval Notice
NOTICE WALL RESEARCHERS:
Please he aware that a protocol violation {e.g., failure to submit a modification fur any change) of an
iRB approved protocol may result in mandatory remedial education, additional audits. re-consenting
subjects, researcher probation suspension of any research protocol ai issue, suspension of additional
existing research protocols, invalidation af all research conducted under the research protocol a:
issue, and further appropriate consequences as determined by the IRB and the institutional Officer.

DATE:

January 23, 2009

TO:

Br. John Mercer, Kinesiology

FROM:

Office for the Protection of Research Subjects

RE:

Notification of IRB Action by Dr. Charles Rasmussen, Co-Chair
Protocol Title: The Effect of Cell Phone Use on Gait and Balance
Protocols: 0811-2925

This memorandum is notification that the project referenced above has been reviewed by the UNLV
Biomedical Institutional Review Board (IRB) as indicated in regulatory statutes 45 CFR 46. The
protocol has been reviewed and approved.
The protocol is approved for a period of one year front the date of IRB approval. The expiration date
of this protocol is January 20, 2010. Work on the project may begin as soon as you receive written
notification from the Office for the Protection of Research Subjects (OPRS).
PLEASE NOTE:
Attached to this approval notice is the official Informed Consent/Assent (1C/IA) Form for this study.
The 1C/IA contains an official approval stamp. Only copies of this official ID'IA form may be used
when obtaining consent. Please keep the original for your records.
Should there be any change to the protocol, it will be necessary to submit a Modification Form
through OPRS. No changes may be made to the existing protocol until modifications have been
approved by the IRB.
Should the use of human subjects described in this protocol continue beyond January 20. 2010 it would
be necessary to submit a Continuing Review Request Form 60 days before the expiration date.
If you have questions or require any assistance, please contact the Office for the Protection of Research
Subjects at OPRSHumanSiii>icct-yi mib.edu or call 895-2794.
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INFORMED CONSENT
Department of Kinesiology and Nutrition Sciences
TITLE OF STUDY: The effect of cell phone use on gait and balance
INVESTIGATOR(S): Aldridge JA, Mercer J A. Dufek, JS, Melcher GM, Scharf J,
Gouws F
CONTACT PHONE NUMBER: 702.895.3419 (J. Aldridge), 702.895.4672 (J.
Mercer)
Purpose of the Study
You are invited to participate in a research study. The purpose of this study is to
determine if talking or text messaging on a cell phone affects the way you walk or affects
your balance.
Participants
You are being asked to participate in the study because you are a healthy young adult
(18-30 years old), you do not have any injury or neuromuscular diseases that makes
walking difficult, you do not have a history of vertigo, you have not consumed alcohol in
the last 24 hours, you are not currently pregnant, and you have been using a cell phone
for at least 1 year.
Procedures
If you volunteer to participate in this study, you will be asked to report to the Sports
Injury Research Center to complete a test that lasts about 1 hour. During the test, we will
put 16 small markers on your legs and feet (we have cameras that track the location of
each marker) so that we can measure certain aspects of how you walk. We'll use a
combination of tape and a specific type of glue made to stick things onto a person's skin
(the glue is sold at costume stores). Once we put the markers on you, we'll ask you to
walk on a treadmill at a speed that you want to walk at. You will walk for about 10-15
minutes. During walking, sometimes we'll ask you to talk and/or text using your cellphone.
In addition to the walking test, we will measure your standing balance ability using a
stationary balance platform in which you will stand still on. During this test, we will also
ask you to talk and/or text using the cell phone while you are standing on the balance
platform.
Benefits of Participation
There may not be direct benefits to you as a participant in this study. However, we hope
to better understand how walking and balance ability are influenced by using a cell
phone. In addition, you will have the opportunity to learn about the tools used in the
biomechanics laboratory.
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Risks of Participation
There are risks involved in all research studies. This study may include only minimal
risks such as slight soreness, fatigue or risk of tripping or falling while walking. Some
people are allergic to certain types of tape and/or glue used on the skin. If you know you
are allergic to any adhesives, you may not
be able to participate in the study. Also, if you feel any discomfort as the tape/glue is
applied, be sure to let the researcher know at once.
Cost /Compensation
There will not be financial cost to you to participate in this study. The study will take
approximately 1 hour of your time. You will not be financially compensated for time
spent during the laboratory testing session. The University of Nevada, Las Vegas may not
provide compensation or free medical care for an unanticipated injury sustained as a
result of participating in this research study.
Contact Information
If you have any questions or concerns about the study, you may contact Jennifer Aldridge
at 702.895.3419 or John Mercer at 702.895.4672. For questions regarding the rights of
research subjects, any complaints or comments regarding the manner in which the study
is being conducted you may contact the UNLV Office for the Protection of Research
Subjects at 702-895-2794.
Voluntary Participation
Your participation in this study is voluntary. You may refuse to participate in this study
or in any part of this study. You may withdraw at any time without prejudice to your
relations with the university. You are encouraged to ask questions about this study at the
beginning or any time during the research study.
Confidentiality
All information gathered in this study will be kept completely confidential. No reference
will be made in written or oral materials that could link you to this study. All records
will be stored in a locked facility at UNLV for 3 years after completion of the study.
After the storage time the information gathered will be shredded.
Participant Consent:
I have read the above information and agree to participate in this study. I am at least 18
years of age. A copy of this form has been given to me.

Signature of Participant

Date

Participant Name (Please Print)
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Participant Note: Please do not sign this document if the Approval Stamp is missing or
is expired.
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IUB Received Dale Stamp—Office Use Only

1RB Protocol Number—Office Use Onlv

IH.'IAd:lH.>-|.!J)IJfl.W*Vi*»M
Office for the Protection of
Research Subjects

Research Protocol Proposal Form
for Research Involving Human Subjects
htsi ructions:
1. CYY1 certification v.- * y -i. '!pr?i=;r.-in.iMv> nmsi be current a I the time of protocol submission. Certification expires! vc;*fs> after compk
w. Complete;.!! sections. Do no; reference other sections as a response (e.g., "see section..." or "see attached,..."*
.V Obtain all necessary signatures. Original signatures required.
4. Submit one complete protocol package with nil enclosures. You will he notified if additional copse? are necessary.
5. Projects with funding-proposed funding must include copy of fhe application or proposal.
<•-. You vmsAi proofread your document for spell int: ami grammar before submitting to assure timely 1KB review.
N«U-;
L Research may not begin uiuil you have received notification ofiRB approval.
2. I laruKv ritten asicl incomplete forms cannot be accepted.
3. fin your records, it is i.tiipot1<mt liuH you keep a copy of this completed form.
1. Duration of Study
Anticipated Start Dale:

Anticipated Termination D ate:

1 / 2009

1 / 2010

2. Research Protocol Title (Research Protocol Title; must mate! tin funding/proposed fundi n£ application or proposal)::
The effect of cell phone use on gait and balance

:
i

3. Invcsligaloils) Contact Information
l Titd PI must be L'\7L Vfaculty in uii cases ircvolving studies carried out by students or fellows.}
A. Principal Investigator (Same and Credentials): John Mercer. Ph.D.
•

Faculty

[ 3 Faculty Advisor
Phone Number: 702 895r4_672

Department: Kinesiology and Nutrition Sciences Mail Stop: 3034
[•-Mail Address: iohn.rrtercertti) unlv.edu
B. Sludenl/Fcllotv Investigator {Name and Credentials): Jennifer Aldrjdqe, B.S
Q Undergraduate

J 3 Mailer

•

Doctorate

•

Fellow

Department: Kinesiology 3Pd Nutrition Sciences Mail Stop: 3034

Phone Number: 707 321-2414

(•-Mail Address: aldridq8(a)unlv,nevada.edu
C. Please complete (ifapplicable).
Protocol Coordinator (Name and Credentials/:
phone Number;

E-Mail Address:

Co-Principal Investigator (Name, and Credentials):_
D Faculty
Department:

Mail Stop:

Phone Number:

F-Mail Address:
4. Research Team Members: List all research team members (including I'll who mil have contact with subjects, have contact with
suh/eets ' data or hhlo^iatl sctm/des. or use subjects 'personal information. If needed, see the Additional Research Team Member Form.
I ofS
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NAME and
DEPARTMENT

ROLE IN PROTOCOL

EXAMPLE:
Or. Chris Researcher,
1 Research Department

EXAMPLE:
Developed protocol,
collecting date, analyzing
data, writinq report
Faculty Supervision,
assisting in scientific
interpretation and writing

Or, John Mercer

Jennifer Aldfidge

Dr. Janet Dufek

Developed protocol,
subject recruitment, data
collection, analysis, and
interpretation
Scientific interpretation
and writing

SPECIFIC EXPERIENCE
WITH
ROLE IN PROTOCOL
EXAMPLE:
Has had 7 years cf conducting
and publishing human subjects
research at a university
Over 10 years experience
conducting and publishing
independent research with
human subjects.
18 months experience
conducting laboratory
research with human subjects.
Over 15 years experience
conducting and publishing
independent research with
human subjects.

ROLE IN
CONSENT PROCESS
EXAMPLE:
Recruiting Subjects, writing the
consent form, consenting subjects,
answering questions
Overseeing subject consent.

Recruiting and consenting
subjects, answering questions.

Overseeing subject consent.

| 5. Complete Description oCtlie Study Procedures
A. Purpose and Methods
i

5.i

ni-trrihe ilur pin^H-Kg nfihe study: Pedestrians have been noted to walk at a significantly slower speed while

I crossing a street while using a cell phone fBunqum, 2005; and Hatfield. 2006), In addition, pedestrians recalled fewer
! objects in their environment while talking on a cell phone and are significantly more likely to cross unsafely into oncoming
traffic (Nasar, 2008). However no research besides walking velocity has been done on the effect of cell phone use on
walking characteristics and/or static balance. Therefore, the purpose of this investigation is to examine the effects that a
dual-task (cell phone use while walking) has on balance and gait in the general population.
5.2

Provide n COMPLETE description of the study procedures in the sequence that they will occur.

Volunteers will be recruited and the experimental protocol will be explained by a member of the research
team. A written informed consent form will be provided and signed and any questions wilt be answered. Those giving
consent will report to the biomechanics laboratory in the Sports Injury Research Center for a..testing session. Prior to
subject arrival, the 12 camera motion capture system will be turned on and calibrated following .manufacturer's
specifications. When the subject arrives, light reflecting markers will be placed externally on the lower extremities
including the hips, knees, ankles, and feet for the purpose of measuring positions of the lower extremity body parts in
space during walking. Standard leuko tape and spirit gum will be used to secure the markers to the skin. The spirit gum is
a special glue used to adhere costume props to the skin (e.g., fake mustache) and is purchased at .Hallloy/een.stores,..for
example^
Prior to testing subjects will be instructed on how to use a treadmill and will be allowed to practice. Any .participant who is
unable to safely walk on a treadmill will be excluded front the study. The researchers are trained at providirifl.gg.od
instructions to subjects and determining when a subject may not be comfortable walking on the treadmill. If the
researcher (and/or subject) determine that the subject is uncomfortable, the researcher will excuse the subject from
participating.
Prior to instrumenting the subject with the markers, subjects will be given time to conduct a self-directed warm-up.
Once instrumented wish the markers, subjects will complete two tests: t ) balance, and 2) gaitBalance Test:
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Balance abiSity will be measured using a Bertec Balance Check Screener (BBCS), This instrument .is a standard tool
CONSISTING OF A STATIONARY PLATFORM that is used to measure balance ability. Subjects will complete two
standing tests: 1) standing on a;.normal surface; and 2) standing on a soft surface.
In addition tp these two standard BBCS tests, we will asksubietsto talk and text using a cell phone for a total of 6
conditions: 1) normal surface, no cell/text, 2) soft surface, no cell/text. 3i normal surface, cell, 4) normal surface, text, 5)
soft surface, cell, 6) soft surface, text. Condition order will be randomized. During the 'cell' condition, subjects will be
asked to talk on their cell phone with a research team member located in a different .room. The researcher will ask the
subject a series of simple questions (e.g., 'What dav of the week is it?'). The conversation will last about 1-minute, No
information about the subject's answers will be recorded. For the 'text' condition, subjects will text a standard sentence to
a researcher member's cell phone.
Gait Test
After the completion of the balance portion o( the testing session, subjects will be asked to walk on a treadmill at a
preferred speed for 10-15 minutes while completing three conditions: 1) no cell phone, 2) talking on the ceil phone, and 3)
text messaging on the cell phone. Each condition will last about 90 seconds withdata collectiontaking place during the
final 30 seconds of each 90 second condition. The 'cell' and 'text' conditions are identical to those used during the
ba.lance.test. During.each, condition, a visual cue consisting of colored light will be presented to each suhject at a random
time within the condition. The light will be located away from the treadmill to mimic the 'walk/do not walk' sign that is
present on street corners. At the end of each condition, subjects will be asked if they saw the light turned on and what
color light they saw [if at all),

•!
!
j
|
•
'

During the gait test, a treadmill[emergency stop cord will be attached to the subject. If the subject falls too far back on the I
treadmill, the treadmill will automatically turn off,
j
B, Consent
5.3

Describe the consent process for enrolling subjects into this study, The experimental protocol will be explained by a

member of the research team, a written informed consent form will be provided, and any questions will be answered. The !
volunteer will be asked if he or she would like to continue as a study participant. H affirmative, the individual will be asked I
to sign Ihe approved informed .consent document.
5.4

Where will the consenting process take place? In the biomechanics laboratory at University of Nevada, las Vegas I

6. Research Activities (Part A)
Please check any/all thai apply to the proposed research study.
D

(I) Clinical studies ol'drugsand medical devices only when condition (a) or (b) is met.
(a) Research on drugs for which an investigational new drug application (21 CFR Part J12) is not required. (Note:
Research on marketed drags that significantly increases the risks or decreases the acceptability of the risks
associated with the use of the product is not eligible for expedited review.)
(b) Research on medical devices for which (i) an investigational device exemption application (21 CFR Part 812) is
not required; or (is) the medical device Is ckaa-d-approved for marke'mg and the medical device ts being
used in accordance wsih its c!eared*approved labeling.

CI (2) Collection of blood samples by finger stick, heel stick, ear stick, or venipuncture as follows;
(a) from healthy, non-pregnant adults who weigh at least 110 pounds. Far these subjects, the amounts drawn may not
exceed 550 ml in an % week period and collection may not occur more frequently than 2 times per week; or
(b) front other adults and children2, considering the age, weight, and health of the subjects, the collection procedure,
the amount of blood to be collected, and the frequency with which it will be collected. For these subjects,
the amount drawn may not exceed the lesser of 50 ml or 3 ml per kg in an S week period and collection
may not occur more frequently than 2 times per week.
CH O) Prospective collection of biological specimens for research purposes by noninvasive means.
Examples: hair and nail clippings in a non-disfiguring manner; excretu and external secretions (including sweat):
uncannulatcd saliva collected either in an unstimulated fashion or stimulated by chewing gumbasc or wax or by
applying a dilute citric solution to the tongue; placenta removed at delivery: supra- and subgingival dental plaque
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and calcuius, provided the collection procedure is not more invasive than mating prophylactic scaling of the teeth
and the process is accomplished in accordance with accepted prophylactic techniques; mucosal and skin celts
collected by buccal scraping or swab, skin swab, or mouth washings; sputum collected after saline mist nebuHzamm.
El H) Collection of data through noninvasive procedures (not involving general anesthesia or sedation) routinely
employed in clinical practice, excluding procedures involving x-rays or microwaves. Where medical
devices arc employed, they must be cleared/approved for marketing.
Examples: physical sensors that are applied either to the surface of the body or at a distance and do not involve input
of significant amounts of energy into the subject or an invasion of she subject's privacy; weighing or testing sensory
acuity; magnetic resonance imaging; electrocardiography, electroencephalography, ultrasound, diagnostic infrared
imaging, dopplcr blood How, and echocardiography; moderate exercise, muscular strength testing, body
composition assessment, and flexibility testing where appropriate given the age, weight, and health of the individual.
•

{5) Research involving materials (data, documents, records, or specimens) thai have been collected, or will be
collected solely for nonresearch purposes (such as medical treatment or diagnosis). (NOTE: Sonic research
in tliis category may be exempt from the HI 1$ regulations for the protection of human subjects, 45 LTR
46.101(b)(4). This listing refers only to research that Is not exempt.)

&\ (6) Collection of data from voice, video, digital, or image recordings made for research purposes.
O 0) Research on individual or group characteristics or behavior {including, but not limited to, research on perception,
cognition, motivation, identity, language, communication, cultural beliefs or practices, and social behavior!
or research employing survey, interview, oral history, focus group, program evaluation, human factors
evaluation, or quality assurance methodologies. {NOTE: Some research in this category may be exempt
from the HHS regulations for the protection of human subject1;. 4.r> U R -lM0lib)(2>and (b)i?>, This
listing refers only to research that is not exempt.)
O None of ihe above categories apply to the proposed research study.

17. Research Activities (Part B)

I
7.1 Please check any/all thai apply
\

Q Kalsc or misleading information will be presented to subjects (deceptive studies).
Q Procedures for debriefing subjects {Debriefing is defined as giving subjects previously undisclosed information
about the research project following completion of their participation in research. Note that this usage, which
occurs within the behavioral sciences, departs from standard P.uglish. in which debriefing is obtaining rather than
imparting information.);
[_J Invashe biomedical procedures
l.vxpiain procedure:
LJ Sensitive questions will be asked about personal issues.
[H The study involves use of potentially hazardous materials (F:xpiain}i
Q

'five research includes collecnoti/storage of data/biological specimens for future research analysis. If yes, ihe
consent document must address the possibility of future use.

[j

Procedures are novel or not accepted practice (if this category applies, explain in the Informed Consent Form howprovisions are made to correct, treat or manage unexpected adverse effects).

Q

Risky procedures or harmful effects, including discomfort, risk of injury, invasive procedures, vulnerability to
harassment, invasion of privacy, controversial information or information creating legal vulnerability (if ibis
category applies, explain in the Informwi Consent Forms how harmful effects will be addressed and how benefits
outweigh risks).
4 of 8
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None of lite above categories apply to the proposed research study.

if. Project Site(s) (Check all that apply)
[x| University of Nevada. Las Vegas (UNLV) - Please check the specs tie campus.
0 Maryland Campus (main)
• Shadow Lane Campus
Q Online only
Q Other: (Specify and Expltiin):_
NOTE: If the project site is other than l^NL V or online, facility Authorization Letter must be submitted.
9. Research Subjects
9.3 Maximum number of subjects: 30
9.2

Describe the targeted population (e.g. healthy adults age 18-45), including age range: Healthy vouno adults (18-30 years

9..;

Summarize the inclusion and exclusion criteria that must be met in order for the person to participate in she study
Inclusion:

Healthy young adults. 18 to 30 years old with at least.1 year experience using a.cell phone.

Exclusion, if any: Exclusionary factors for participation include less than a year of cell phone use experiencepresenting with a current lower extremity injury that would limit locomotion, consumption of alcohol 24 hours
prior to testing, currently pregnant, history of vertigo, and any known neuromuscular diseases.
9.4

Are there any enrollment restrictions based on gender, pregnancy, race or ethnic origins?
lives, please explain the nature of the restrictionfs) and provide justification.

f>3 Yes

CJ No

Individuals who are currently .pregnant

may not participate in this study due to the fact that a change in weight distribution may effect gait or balance.
I!). Privacy and Confidentiality
Privacy refers to a person s desire to control lite access of others to themselves. Privacy relates iv the subject.
Confidentiality refers to the researcher's agreement with the subject about how the subject's identifiable private
information will be handled, managed, and disseminated. Confidentiality relates to a subject s information.
10.1 How will you protect the privacy of the participants? All participants will be assigned a number. (S1. S2, S3, etc) and
data obtained from their performance will be referred to only by this number. Only members of the research team
participating in the data collection phase will have knowledge of each participant's number relationship. Written
information identifying the participant associated with each number will be kept in a locked storage space in the
laboratory. Once this number is assigned, data obtained from the performance of each participant will be referred
to by this number only, and not by the name associated with the individual.
10.2 flow will you ensure confidentiality of the dam obtained? All data will be stored on password protected computers in
the biomechanics laboratory during data analysis. Only members of the research team will be granted access to
the data. Any backup media will be stored in a locked storage space in the laboratory.
10.3 Where will all data be stored? fh'or re\-ie\e/attditpurposes, records must be stored on L/NL Vproperty,}
•

Pi's office (bldg/room):

E3Pi's laboratory (hklg/room): Biomechanics Laboratory/SIRC

Q

Other (bklgMroom):
10.4 How k)!<s: will all data be stored? 3 years following the completion of the study
10.5 What are the plans for the final disposition or destruction of all data? Paper files will be shredded, electronic files will be
deleted and any backup storage media destroyed.
I'tokwol l>riijx»al fonii ••• Vcr. 3.1 - W W !
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11. Recruitment Procedures
H.I Describe below the processes used for selecting subjects and the methods of recruitment, including use of letters and/or
advertising. Include, when, ho* and by whom the subjects will be recruited.
Subjects will be recruited via word-ofmouth by a member of the research team.
11.2 Indicate the types of recruitment materials to be used below (check ail that apply). Attach copies of all recruitment materials
to this application,
[_] Internet/Email

[_] Tetevision/Radio/Newspaper

[_] Flyers/Posters/Brochures

O 1-CHer of Contact Q Subject Pool Description

03 Other (Describe): word-of-mouth

f~l This research study will not be using any recruitment materials.
11.3 Do you or any member oftbe research team have an authoritative rale over the research .subjects?
If yes, please explain; ______
i2

Q Ves f__! No

-ilSil!£JlL!ini££i
12.1 Are you using a medical device'? £__] No •

Yes (If yes, please complete the Medical Device Form.)

13. Risks
I J. I Summarize the nature and amount of risk (including side effects, stress, and discomfort). Examples of risk include physical
risks, psychological risks (such as stress, discomfort, or invasion of privacy) and social risks (such as jeopardy to insurability 0;
employ-ability). There is extremely minimal risk lhal a participant may stimble or fall durinqwaikinq. Participants will
be allowed to walk at a self-selected speed which will minimize the risk. In addition, only healthy individuals with no
current lower extremity injuries will be allowed to participate. We will also have Ihe subject attached to the treadmill
emergency shut off cord,
There is the risk that subjects may be allergic to certain adhesives/qlue or the skin is irriatec! by the adhesives/glue in
some way. The researcher using the adhesive/tape has been trained to ask the subject if there are any problems.
There, is minimal psychological risk that participants may be displeased with their own performance.
13.2 Estimate the probability (e.g. not likely, likely, etc.) that a given harm may/will occur, its severity, and its potential
reversibility. It is not likely that any given harm will occur. It is possible that minor muscle soreness may occur
from walking; however, this is reversible with rest and recovery.
13.3 What proccdure(s) will be utilized to prcvenfminimize any potential risks? At any time the participant may opt out of
further participation. Their request will be honored and they will not be forced/coerced to walk longer, farther, or
faster than they choose to.
14. Benefits
14.1 Describe artv probable benefits of the research for thesubjeet(s). {Do not adJreas vompeimihon)
THERE MAY NOT BE DIRECT BENEFITS TO THE PARTICIPANTS IN THIS STUDY. HOWEVER. WE HOPE
TO BETTER UNDERSTAND HOW WALKING AND BALANCE ABILITY ARE INFLUENCED BY USING A CELL
PHONE. AS WELL, the participants will have the opportunity to learn about the tools used in biomechanics
research.
1.4.2 Describe the probable benefits of the research for society.
This investigation has the potential to reduce the number :
of vehicle-pedestrian accidents, as well as make individuals more aware of Iheir behaviors while distracted by
talking on the cell phone.
|

15. Time Cost to Subjects
t'rwiMl hupcKil Form •• Vtr. J.) - 8/2047
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15.] Amount of participation time: Less than 1 hour participation wjil be needed from each participant

16. financial Information
16.1 Arc there financial cosw to the subjccf.' ED Yes

|<] No If yes, explain:

16.2 Will subjects be paid or otherwise compensated for research participation?

[D Yes [R] No

If yes, please respond to the following questions:
a) Describe the nature of any compensation to subjects, include cash, gifts, research credit, etc.
b) Provide a dollar amount, if applicable, and Indicate method of payment.
D Cash
D Check
D Research Credit
Q Other:
c) When and how is the compensation provided to the subject?
if) What is the effect on compensation if a subject does not complete; the study?
16.3 Is there any internal or external funding (e.g.. grants, contracts, gifts, etc.) Q Yes
If yes:
a) Name of Sponsor or U'NLV Grant Program:
b) Attach a copy of the proposal and/or award document.

£x] No

17. <J^lOJ*;L*jlJ..i-!Ji'V.!^>-!
Docs a conflict of interest exist with this study?

| 3 No Q Yes, explain;

| 18. Signatures of Assurance
I A. Investigator's Assurance:
I certify that the information provided in this application is complete and accurate. As Principal Investigator,! have ultimate
responsibility for the conduct of this study, the ethical performance of the project, the protection of the rights and welfare of human
subjects and strict adherence to any stipulations designated by the 1KB. i agree to comply wirh all UNLV policies and procedures, as
well as wish all applicable Federal, State and local laws regarding the protection of human subjects in research including, but not
limited to the following:
• Performing the project by qualified personnel according to the approved protocol.
• Not changing the approved protocol or consent form without prior 1KB approval (except in an emergency, if necessary, so
safeguard the well-being of human subjects).
• Obtaining proper informed consent from human subjects or their legally responsible representative, using only the currently
approved, stamps consent form,
• Promptly reporting adverse events to GPRS in writing according to IRB guidelines.
• Arranging for a eo-investigator to assume direct responsibility, if the PI will be unavailable to direct this research personally, as
when on sabbatical leave or vacation.
***r'ACUt.TY ADVISOR {IF APPLICABLE): By my signature as Principal Investigator on this research application, I certify that
the student-fellow investigator is knowledgeable about the regulations and policies governing research with human subjects s\id has
sufficient training and experience to conduct this particular study in accordance with the approved protocol. In addition:
* * I agree to act as the liaison between the IRB and the student/fellow investigator with all written arid verbal communications.
I * 1 agree to meet with the sludent/feliow investigator on a regular basis to monitor the progress of the study.
j * 1 agree to be available and to personally supervise the student/fellow investigator in solving problems, as they arise.
f • 1 assure that the studcntffellow investigator will promptly report adverse events to GPRS according to IRB guidelines.
[ • I will arrange for an alternate faculty advisor to assume responsibility if 1 become unavailable, as when on sabbatical leave or
|
vacation.
\ • 1 assure that the student/fellow investigator will follow through with, the storage and destruction of data as outlined in the
j

protocol.

[ Piincipal Investigator's Name (Prim)
rioiovo! Proposal form

Principal Investigator's Signature

Vtr, 3-1 8 2007

Date
? 0f %
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Co-Principal Investigator's Name (Print)

Co-Principal Investigator's Signature

Dak"

ft. Student/Fellow Investigator Assurance: (if applicable)
By my signature as Student/Fellow Investigator on this research application, I certify that I am knowledgeable about the regulations
and policies governing research with human subjects and agree to conduct tins particular study in accordance with the approval
protocol, in addition;
• ! agree to meet with my faculty advisor on a regular basis to discuss the progress of the study.
• I agree to meet with my faculty advisor to solve protocol issues, as they arise.
•
I will promptly report adverse events to GPRS and my faculty advisor according to 1RH guidelines.
•
I assure shut I will follow through with the storage and destruction of data as outlined in'the protocol.

Student/Fellow Investigator Name (Print)

Student/Fellow Investigator Signature

Date

8 of 8
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Office for the Protection of
Research Subjects

Additional Research Team Members Form
iHstmeliiiiis:
L Complete all sections or*this form.
2. Please complete ihis form only if you used all of Use spacer in sec Lion 4 of the Protocol Proposal Form.
Note:
1, Handwritten fomu will not be accepted.
2. INCOMPLETE FORMS WILL BE REtURNED.

1. General Information
Research Protocol Title: The effect of cell phone use on gait and balance
Principal Investigator: John Mercer, Ph.D.

2. Research Team Members.* List ail reseaivk team members (including PI) who will have contact with subjects, have contact with
subjects' data or biological samples, or use subjects ' personal information.
\

N A M E and
DEPARTMENT
EXAMPLE:
Or, Chris Researcher,
Research Department

ROLE IN PROTOCOL

Geoff Melcher

EXAMPLE;
Developed protocol,
collecting data, analyzing
data, writing report
Data Collection

Jennifer Scharf

Data Collection

Fiela Gouws

Data Collection

SPECIFIC EXPERIENCE
WITH
ROLE IN PROTOCOL
EXAMPLE:
Has had previous research
studies with human subjects
2 years experience conducting
laboratory research with
human subjects.
3 months experience
conducting laboratory
research with human subjects.
3 months experience
conducting laboratory
research with human subjects.

Adsfiiioaal Research Team Ki*;» • • Vc

ROLE IN
CONSENT PROCESS
EXAMPLE:
Recruiting subjects, writing the
consent form, consenting subjects,
answering questions
none

none

none

I Of 1
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